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ALLSENSORS 2021

Forward

The Sixth International Conference on Advances in Sensors, Actuators, Metering and Sensing
(ALLSENSORS 2021), held in Nice, France, July 18 - 22, 2021, covered related topics on theory
practice and applications of sensor devices, techniques, data acquisition and processing, and on
wired and wireless sensors and sensor networks.

Sensor networks and sensor-based systems support many applications today above ground.
Underwater operations and applications are quite limited by comparison. Most applications
refer to remotely controlled submersibles and wide-area data collection systems at a coarse
granularity. Other remote sensing domains and applications are using special sensing devices
and services. Transducers and actuators complement the monitoring and control and constitute
an area of interest related to sensors. They make use of specific sensor-based measurements
and convey appropriate control actions.

ALLSENSORS 2021 was intended to serve as a forum for researchers from the academia and the
industry, professionals, standard developers, policy makers, investors and practitioners to
present their recent results, to exchange ideas, and to establish new partnerships and
collaborations.

The accepted papers covered a large spectrum of topics on techniques and applications, best
practices, awareness and experiences as well as future trends and needs (both in research and
practice) related to all aspects of sensor-based applications and services.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ALLSENSORS 2021
technical program committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad
and high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement.
We also kindly thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute
to the ALLSENSORS 2021. We truly believe that thanks to all these efforts, the final conference
program consists of top quality contributions.

This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. In addition, we also gratefully thank the members of the
ALLSENSORS 2021 organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their
work that is making this professional meeting a success.

We hope the ALLSENSORS 2021 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress on the topics of
sensors.
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Abstract— This paper investigates the applicability of an 

intuitive risk of transmission wayfinding system in public 

spaces, virtual races, indoor large environments and complex 

buildings using Visible Light Communication (VLC). Typical 

scenarios include: finding places, like a particular shop or 

office, guiding users across different floors, and through 

elevators and stairs. The system is able to inform the users, in 

real time, not only of the best route to the desired destination, 

through a route without clusters of users, but also of crowded 

places. Data from the sender is encoded, modulated and 

converted into light signals emitted by the transmitters. Tetra-

chromatic white sources are used providing a different data 

channel for each chip. At the receiver side, the modulated light 

signal, containing the ID and the 3D geographical position of 

the transmitter and wayfinding information, is received by a 

SiC optical sensor with light filtering and demultiplexing 

properties. Since lighting and wireless data communication is 

combined, each luminaire for downlink transmission becomes 

a single cell, in which the optical Access Point (AP) is located in 

the ceiling and the mobile users are scattered across the 

overlap discs of each cell, underneath. The light signals emitted 

by the LEDs are interpreted directly by the receivers of the 

positioned users. Bidirectional communication is tested. The 

effect of the location of the Aps is evaluated and a 3D model for 

the cellular network is analyzed. In order to convert the 

floorplan to a 3D geometry, a tandem of layers in a orthogonal 

topology is used, and a 3D localization design, demonstrated  

by a  prototype implementation, is presented. Uplink 

transmission is implemented, and the 3D best route to navigate 

through venue is calculated. Buddy wayfinding services are 

also considered. The results showed that the dynamic VLC 

navigation system enables to determine the position of a mobile 

target inside the network, to infer the travel direction along the 

time, to interact with received information and to optimize the 

route towards a static or dynamic destination.  
 

Keywords- Visible Light Communication; Indoor navigation; 

Bidirectional Communication; Wayfinding; Optical 

sensors;Multiplexing/demultiplexing techniques. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Optical wireless communication has been widely studied 

during the last years in short-range applications. Therefore, 

communications within personal working/living spaces are 

highly demanded. The availability of portable 

communication devices, such as smartphones and tablets 

increases the demand on mobile wireless connectivity. 

Several technologies have been investigated to provide 

wireless connections to the users in indoor and outdoor 

environments. Nowadays, indoor positioning methods are 

mainly based on Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Radio-Frequency 

Identification (RFID) and Visible Light Communications 

(VLC) [1][2][3][4]. VLC is a data transmission technology 

[5] that can easily be employed in indoor environments 

since it can use the existing LED lighting infrastructure with 

simple modifications [6][7]. VLC can be regarded as a light 

based Wi-Fi, i.e., instead of radio waves uses visible light to 

transmit the data. It presents advantages when compared 

with the Wi-Fi, namely the invulnerability to the hackers 

since it does not penetrate through the wall, its high capacity 

and efficiency. Once lights are essential part of operating 

rooms, the VLC technology finds applications in a wide 

variety of fields like: in medical and healthcare, in airlines 

and aviation, in supermarkets and railway stations, in retail 

stores, in hidden communication or in Line-of -Sight (LoS) 

applications as in traffic control, vehicle to vehicle 

communication or smart street lighting.  

The VLC systems use the wavelength range between 380 

nm and 780 nm and the LEDs are used as light sources and 

transmitters. Therefore, the LEDs are twofold by providing 

illumination, as well as communication. LEDs are 

incoherent light sources and transmitting information can 

only be realized by the optical intensity change. Here, the 

On-OFF keying (OOK) modulation scheme is used. In the 

sequence, we propose to use modulated visible light, carried 

out by white tetra-chromatic low cost LEDs. The use of 

those LEDs provides different data channel for each chip 

offering the possibility of Wavelength Division 

Multiplexing (WDM), which enhances the transmission data 

rate. At the receiver side, the modulated light signal is 

received by a SiC photodetector, based on a tandem a-

SiC:H/a-Si:H pin/pin structure, that presents light filtering 

and demultiplexing properties decoding the received 

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2021.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-875-4
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information[8 [9]. Here, when different visible signals are 

encoded in the same optical transmission path, the device 

multiplexes the different optical channels, performs 

different filtering processes (amplification, switching, and 

wavelength conversion) and finally decodes the encoded 

signals recovering the transmitted information. 

Research is still necessary to design LED arrangements 

that can optimize communication performance while 

meeting the illumination constraints for a variety of large 

indoor layouts. Visible light can be used as an ID system in 

different places such as buildings and subways and can be 

employed for identifying the room number and its building. 

The main idea is to divide the space into spatial beams 

originating from the different ID light sources, and identify 

each beam with a unique timed sequence of light signals. 

Fine-grained indoor localization can enable several 

applications; in airports, supermarkets and shopping malls. 

Exact location of products can greatly improve the 

customer's shopping experience and enable customer 

analytics and marketing [ 10 ]. The signboards, based on 

arrays of LEDs, positioned in strategic directions to 

broadcast the information [ 11 ], are modulated acting as 

down- and up-link channels in the bidirectional 

communication.  

In this paper, a LED-supported positioning and 

navigation VLC system is proposed. After the Introduction, 

in Section II, a VLC scenario for large environments is 

established, the emitters and receivers are characterized and 

the communication protocol presented. In Section III, the 

main experimental results are presented, the effect of the 

location of the optical Access Points (Aps) is evaluated and 

a model for the different cellular networks is analysed. 

Square and hexagon mesh are tested, and a 2D localization 

design, demonstrated by a prototype implementation, is 

presented. Uplink transmission is implemented and the 2D 

best route to navigate through venue calculated. In section 

IV the conclusions are drawn showing that the system make 

possible to determine the position of a mobile target inside 

the network, to infer the travel direction along the time and 

to interact with information received. 

II. VLC NETWORK  

In the follow the VLC network is described. 

 

A. Architecture 

The scenario simulated is an airport. Here, the  raveler, 

equipped with a receiver, navigates from outdoor to indoor. 

It sends a request message to find the right track and, in the 

available time, he adds customized points of interest and 

halls to boarding. During his path, the passenger is advised 

how to reach its destination and the possibility to use 

location based advertising services. The requested 

information is sent by the emitters at the ceiling to its 

receiver. In Figure 1, the proposed architecture and scenario 

are illustrated. 

Restaurants

Red
Green
Blue
Violet

Transmitters

Boarding

A1

A2A4

A3

BA Hall Shops

Receivers

B

C

C

Main entrance
a) 

b) 

 

Figure 1 a) Optical infrastructure and indoor layout.b) a) Mesh and 

cellular hybrid architecture  

Two topologies were considered: the square for the main 

hall and the hexagonal for the marketing zones (Figure 1a). 

Data from the infrastructure is encoded, modulated and 

converted into light signals emitted by the transmitters. 

Tetra-chromatic (Red, Green, Blue, Violet) white sources 

are used, providing a different data channel for each chip. 

At the receiver side, the modulated light signal, containing 

the ID and the 2D geographical position of the transmitter 

and wayfinding information, is received by a SiC 

photodetector with light filtering and demultiplexing 

properties. To synchronize the signals from multiple LEDs, 

the transmitters use different IDs, allowing the signal to be 

reconstructed at the receiver.  

Although not the scope of this paper, we propose a mesh 

cellular hybrid structure to create a gateway-less system 

without any external gateways needed. We propose this 

network configuration since it is wireless and ad-hoc. It 

spans all devices, is wire free, demonstrate resiliency to 

physical obstructions and adapt to changes in the 

transmission medium. Therefore, a mesh network is a good 

fit because it dynamically reconfigures itself and grows to 

2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2021.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-875-4
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the size of any installation. Is also a secure and trustworthy 

network [12]. As illustrated in Figure 1b, the luminaires, in 

this architecture, are equipped with one of two types of 

nodes: A “mesh” controller that connects with other nodes 

in its vicinity. These controllers can forward messages to 

other devices (I2D) in the mesh, effectively acting like 

routers nodes in the network. A “mesh/cellular” hybrid 

controller, that is also equipped with a modem providing IP 

base connectivity to the central manager services (CM). 

These nodes acts as border-router and can be used for edge 

computing. Under this architecture, the short-range mesh 

network purpose is twofold: enable edge computing and 

device-to-cloud communication, by ensuring a secure 

communication from a luminaire controller to the edge 

computer or datacenter (I2CM), through a neighbor 

luminaire controller with an active cellular connection; and 

enable peer-to-peer communication (I2IIP), to exchange 

information between smart devices. 

 

B. Large Environments emitters and receivers  

The principal components of the VLC system are the 

LEDs, which acts as the communication sources and the SiC 

WDM devices that serves as receiving element. Data from 

the sender is converted into an intermediate data 

representation, byte format, and converted into light signals 

emitted by the transmitter module. The light signal is 

received by the WDM photodetector that detects the on/off 

states of the LEDs, generates a binary sequence of the 

received signals and convert data into the original format.  

The LEDs emit light when the energy levels change in 

the semiconductor diode. The wavelength depends on the 

semiconductor material used to form the LED chip. For data 

transmission, commercially available polychromatic white 

LEDs were used at the nodes of the network. On each node 

only one chip is modulated for data transmission and carries 

useful information while the others are only supplied with 

DC to maintain white colour illumination. Red (R; 626 nm), 

Green (G;530 nm), Blue (B; 470 nm) and violet (V; 390 

nm) LEDs, are used [13][14]
.
 Since lighting and wireless 

data communication is combined, each luminaire for 

downlink transmission become a single cell, in which the 

optical access point (AP) is located in the ceiling and the 

mobile users are scattered within the overlap discs of each 

cells underneath.  

Lighting in large environments is designed to illuminate 

the entire space in a uniform way. Ceiling plans for the LED 

array layout is shown in Figure 2. Two topologies 

considered: the square, (Figure 2a) and the hexagonal 

(Figure 2b). In the square lattice topology the cells have 

squares shapes while in the hexagonal one they are 

distributed to form a hexagonal shaped constellation. To 

receive the information from several transmitters, the 

receiver must be positioned where the circles from each 

transmitter overlaps, producing at the receiver, a 

multiplexed (MUX) signal that, after demultiplexing, acts 

twofold as a positioning system and a data transmitter.  
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Figure 2. Illustration of the optical scenarios (RGBV >modulated LEDs 

spots). Cellular topologies:  a) Clusters of cells in square topology . b) 
Clusters of cell in hexagonal topology. 

In both topologies, each node, X I,j, carries its own color, 

X, (RGBV) as well as its ID position in the network (I,j). In 

both, the grid sizes were chosen to avoid overlap in the 

receiver from adjacent grid points. The overlap regions 

(footprints) are pointed out in Figure 2 and reported in Table 

1. The device receives multiple signals, finds the centroid of 

the received coordinates and stores it as the reference point 

position. Users in different locations are served 

simultaneously by the same transmitter leading to a fine 

grained implementation. Due to the overlapping coverage 

area of adjacent Aps joint transmission exists. In Table I, 

and for both topologies, the overlap regions below each AP 

(footprints) are displayed.  
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TABLE 1 FINE-GRAINED TOPOLOGIES: FOOTPRINT REGIONS. 

Footprint 

regions 

Square topology Hexagonal 

topology 

#1 RGBV RGV 

#2 RGB GBV 

#3 RB RBV 

#4 RBV RGB 

#5 BV RGBV 

#6 GBV - 

#7 GV - 

#8 RGV - 

#9 RG - 

 

The VLC photosensitive receiver is a two terminal 

double PIN photodetector based on a multilayer 

heterostructure, p-I’(a-SiC:H)-n/p-i(a-Si:H)-n. Two 

transparent front and back contacts are used [8]. The device 

presents high sensitivity and linear response in the visible 

range generating at the terminals a proportional 

photocurrent. It fast response enables the possibility of high 

speed communications. Modulated light supplied by the 

polychromatic LEDs is used for data transmission. The 

signals are encoded into colours intensities emitted by red, 

green, blue and violet LEDs. The generated photocurrent is 

processed using a transimpedance circuit and the 

proportional voltage is processed, by using signal 

conditioning techniques (adaptive bandpass filtering and 

amplification, triggering and demultiplexing), until the data 

signal is reconstructed at the data processing unit (digital 

conversion, decoding and decision) [13].  

 

C. Modulation technique 

An on-off keying (OOK) modulation scheme was used 

providing a good trade-off between system performance and 

implementation complexity. The OOK transmits data by 

sequentially turning on and off the LED providing digital 

dimming support. To create a communication protocol to 

ensure the required system performance and overcome the 

technology constraints, a 32 bits data frame was designed. 

Three control fields, one for synchronism (Sync.) and two 

for the identification of the cell (ID) begin each frame. This 

sequence is followed by a fourth block that is for the 

payload, as it is shown, for both topologies, in Figure 3. A 

stop bit is used at the end of each frame.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Data frame structure. Representation one encoded message, in a 

time slot from the array in the network: a) Square topology; R12 ; G1,3 ; B2,2 

and V2,3 are the transmitted node packet.       B) Hexagonal topology; R-1,-1; 

G0,-1; B1,0 and V0,0  are the transmitted node packet. 

The first five bits in the frame are used for time 

synchronization. The same synchronization header [10101], 

in an ON-OFF pattern, is imposed simultaneously to all 

emitters. Each colour signal (RGBV) carries its own ID-

BIT, so, the next bits give the coordinates of the emitter 

inside the array (Xi,j). Cell’s IDs are encoded using a binary 

representation for the decimal number. In the square 

topology (Figure 3a) six bits are used: the first three for the 

binary code of the line and the other three for the column. In 

the hexagonal topology, 60º Cartesian coordinates were 

applied (Figure 2b). Here, An extra bit was added at the 

beginning of the binary code to represent the number’s sign: 

setting that bit to 0 is for a positive number, and setting it to 

1 is for a negative number. The remaining bits in the 

number indicate the absolute value. So, the next eight bits 

(ID) are assigned, respectively, to the x and y coordinate (I,j) 

of the emitter in the array (Figure 3b). For both, the last bits, 

in the frame, are reserved for the message send by the Xij 

node (payload data). With this information, the method will 

give an unique answer, i.e., the location of the receiver in 

the array (Xi,j) and the broadcast information. 

Results show that in the square network R1,2 , G1,3, B2,2 

and V2,3 are the transmitted node packets, in a time slot, 

from the unit cell where the restrooms are located (Figure 

2a). In the hexagonal network, the nodes R-1,-1, G0,-1, B1,0 and 

V0,0, at the first ring of the restaurant zone (Figure 2b) are 

the transmitters. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Main results are discussed. 
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A. Decoding, Positioning and point-to-point Route 

In a data frame, the MUX signal at the receiver, due to 

the joint transmission of four R, G, B and V optical signals, 

is presented in Figure 4. The data acquisition was obtained 

under environment light. On the top the bit sequence used to 

drive the LEDs is displayed. This sequence allows all the 

on/off sixteen possible combinations of the four input 

channels (2
4
).  
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Figure 4. MUX signal of the calibrated cell. On the top the transmitted 

channels packets [R, G, B, V] are depicted. A received MUX signal is also 

superimposed to exemplify the decoding process. 

 

Results show that the code signal presents as much 

separated levels as the on/off possible combinations of the 

input channels, allowing decoding the transmitted 

information
 
[12]. All the ordered levels (d0-d15) are pointed 

out at the correspondent levels, and are displayed as 

horizontal dotted lines. In the right hand side the match 

between MUX levels and the 4 bits binary code assigned to 

each level is shown. For demonstration of the decoding 

technique, a signal received, in the same frame of time, 

when the receiver is in the main the hall (Figure 2a) 

underneath position #1, is also added. Comparing the 

calibrated levels (d1-d15) with the different assigned 4-digit 

binary code, the decoding is straightforward. 

After decoding each input channel, and taking into account 

the frame structure (Figure 3), the position of the receiver 

and its ID in the network is revealed[15] [16]. The footprint 

position comes directly from the synchronism block, where 

all the received channels are simultaneously on or off. For 

instance, in any footprint #1 the maximum amplitude 

detected (see arrow) corresponds to the binary word [1111], 

meaning that the received information comes from the 

overlap of the four input channels. 
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Figure 5. Fine-grained indoor localization and navigation in successive 

instants (t1, t2 and t3): MUX/DEMUX signals in a point-to-point path 

across the main hall (#5>#1> #9) at the. On the top the complete 
transmitted channels packets [R, G, B, V] are decoded. 

In Figure 5, for the same frame time and in three 

successive instants (t1, t2, t3), the received MUX signals, 

when the receiver is in the main hall and moves from #5 to 

#9, through #1 (Figure 2a), confirms the decoding process. 

Decoding, when the four channels overlap (#1), is set on the 

top of the figure to direct into the packet sent by each node. 

The footprint position comes directly from the synchronism 

block. For instance, if the maximum amplitude detected 

corresponds to the binary word [0011], it means that it has 

only received the overlap transmission from the blue and the 

violet channels (footprint #5). In the right side of the figure 

the levels other levels ascribed to #1, #3, #5 and #9 are point 

it out. 

Each decoded message carries, also, the transmitter’s 

node address. So, the next block of six bits, in the square 

topology (or eight in the hexagonal one), gives de ID of the 

received node. In Figure 5, in position #5 the network 

location of the transmitters are B2,4 [010;100] and V2,3 

[010;011] and while in #1 the assigned transmitters are R3,4, 

G3,3, B2,4 and V2,3. The last block is reserved for the 

transmission of the advertising (Payload data). The stop bit 

(0) is used always at the end of each frame.  

To compute the point-to-point along a path, we need the 

data along the path. The input of the aided navigation 

system is the coded MUX signal, and the output is the 

system state decoded at each time step (t). As a proof of 

concept, in the lab, a navigation data bit transition was 

tested by moving the receiver along known pattern path. In 
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this example (Figure 5) at t1 the user enters the hall by line 

#5, it goes to position #1 at t2 and it chooses the boarding 

terminal C (#5) at t3. Results show that, as the receiver 

moves between generated point regions, the received 

information pattern changes. Between two consecutive data 

sets, there is a navigation data bit transition (channel is 

missing or added). We observe that when the receiver 

moves from #1 to # 9 (Figure 5) two different ID channels 

are missing (B2,4 and V2,3). Here, the 4-bynary bit code has 

changed from [1111] to [1100].  

In Figure 6, a path across the hexagonal topology was 

also tested. Here, the receiver enters the restaurants area 

(#4> #5> #3). 
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Figure 6 Fine-grained indoor localization and navigation in successive 

instants instants (t1, t2 and t3). Signal acquisition through the restaurants 
area (R). On the top the transmitted channels packets are decoded [R, G, B, 

V]. 

Main results from both topologies show that fine grained 

localization is achieved by detecting the wavelengths of the 

received channels in each region. The location and path of a 

mobile receiver was obtained based on the LED-based 

navigation system. In an orthogonal layout (hall), the square 

topology is the best. It allows crossroads and the client can 

walk easily in the horizontal, vertical or both directions. In 

concentric layouts, to fill all the space with hexagon 

presents advantages (restaurants, and shops areas). Here, the 

client can move around and walk between the different rings 

toward the outside region.  

 

B. Bidirectional Communication 

The VLC is a wireless broadband technology. It provides 

multiuser with simultaneous access communication. All the 

nodes communicate with each other through a centralized 

controller and the signal is used to establish a point-to-point 

link between the transmitters and the receiver. 
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Figure 7. Bidirectional communication: MUX/DEMUX signals assigned 

to a “request” and a “response” message. On the top the transmitted 

channels packets [Xi,j] are decoded. 

Bidirectional communication between VLC emitters and 

receivers at a handheld device can be established through a 

control manager linked to a signboard. Each ceiling lamp 

broadcasts a message with its ID and useful information 

which is received and processed by the receiver. Using a 

white polychromatic LED as optical source for uplink, the 

receptor sends to the local controller a “request” message 

with its location (ID) and adds its needs for the available 

time (Payload data). For route coordination, the local 

controller emitter sends the downlink “response” message. 

In Figure 7, the MUX signal assigned to a “request” and a 

“response” message are displayed. In the top, the decoded 

information is presented. In the right side, the match 

between the MUX signal and the 4-binary code is pointed 

out. 

Here, in a time slot, the traveler, in position #3 (R3,2 , 

B2,2), sends to the central controller the message “request” 

in order to add the points of interest (boarding or the right 

track). After that it is advised, through a “response” 

message, that the request was received, how to reach its 

4
3

5
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destination in time and how to use location based services. 

In bidirectional VLC transmission we use different codes in 

the frame structure for uplink and downlink. Taking into 

account the frame structure (Figure 3), results show that the 

codification of both signals is synchronized (Sync). The 

“request” message includes the complete address of the 

traveller (Sync+ID) and the help need (Payload Data). In the 

“response” message the block (ID), in a pattern [000000], 

means that a response message, from the local manager, is 

being sent. The next block (6 bits) identifies the address 

(INFO) for which the message is intended and finally in the 

last block appears the requested information (Payload Data). 

Here, the emitter controller [000000] responds to a request 

of a passenger located in position # 3 (R3,2 , B2,2) and sends 

back the requested information. 

 

C. Multi-person cooperative localization 

An unforeseen pandemic is facing the world caused by a 

corona virus known as SARS-CoV-2. Transmission of the 

coronavirus is possible indoors, especially when people 

spend extended periods in crowded and poorly ventilated 

rooms [ 17 ]. The widely accepted main transmission 

mechanism is through droplet borne pathways. Person-to-

person spread to be the most common form of transmission, 

occurring mainly among people who are within 2m of each 

other for a prolonged period of time. This means people 

should stay the recommended distance apart from others. It 

also means people should avoid gathering in groups, 

crowded places and mass gatherings. 

Person-to-person spread to be the most common form of 

transmission of COVID-19, occurring mainly among people 

who are within 2m of each other for a prolonged period of 

time. This means people should stay the recommended 

distance apart from others. It also means people should 

avoid gathering in groups, crowded places and mass 

gatherings. So, in crowded building the routes to a specific 

place should avoid those regions. We consider that the risk 

of transmission exists if the distance between two users is 

less than 2 m. The system has to alert the users to stay away 

from those regions and to plan the better route to the desired 

wayfinding services 

The existence of congested zones can be locally detected 

by the “mesh / cellular” hybrid controller (Figure 1b), which 

is also equipped with a modem providing IP base 

connectivity to the central manager. The hybrid controller 

integrates the number of requests and individual positions, 

received during the same time interval. Once the individual 

positions are known, the relative positions are calculated. If 

the relative position is less than 2 m, a contamination risk 

locally exists and an alert message is send for the users and 

the CM is informed. This alert allows the CM to recalculate, 

in real time, the best route for the users that request 

wayfinding services avoiding crowded regions.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

A VLC multi-person cooperative localization dynamic 

LED-assisted navigation system for large indoor 

environments was proposed. For lighting, data transmission 

and positioning, white LEDs were used. A SiC optical 

MUX/DEMUX mobile receiver decodes the data and based 

on the synchronism and ID of the joint transmitters infers its 

location, point-to-point path, timing and user flows.  

A VLC scenario was established and the communication 

protocol presented. Bidirectional communication between 

the infrastructures and the mobile receivers were analysed. 

Two cellular networks were tested and compared: square 

and hexagonal. Main results show that, for both topologies, 

the location of a mobile receiver, concomitant with data 

transmission is achieved. The LED-aided VLC navigation 

system make possible to determine the position of a mobile 

target inside the network, to infer the travel direction along 

the time and to interact with received information. 

Minding the benefits of VLC, it is expected that this type 

of communication will have an important role in positioning 

applications. Moving towards real implementation, the 

performances of such systems still need to improve. As a 

future goal, we plan to finalize the embedded application, 

for experimenting in several network layouts. Effects as 

synchronization, shadowing and ambient light noise will be 

minimized by distributing lighting sources (MIMO 

techniques) to optimize the coverage. 
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Abstract— In order to serve the changing needs of road traffic 

control, the road space and road structure surrounding an 

intersection have evolved into complex forms. The redesign or 

split of the trajectories though complex, can be accomplished 

by the application of methods for navigation, guidance and 

combination of expert knowledge of road traffic control of 

vehicles. A proposed innovative treatment for congested urban 

is the split intersection. It facilitates a smoother flow with less 

driver delay by reducing the number of vehicle signal phases. 

The success of converting to the split intersection is analyzed 

by using microsimulation. A phasing traffic flow is developed 

as a proof of concept. A Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) traffic 

scenario is stablished and the experimental results confirm the 

cooperative Visible Light Communication (VLC) architecture 

showing that communication between connected bicycles and 

motor vehicles is optimized using a request/response concept. 

In this work, the communication between the infrastructures 

and the bicycles and motor vehicles, between vehicles and from 

the bicycles and motor vehicles to the infrastructures is 

performed through Visible Light Communication (VLC) using 

the street lamps and the traffic signaling to broadcast the 

information. Data is encoded, modulated and converted into 

light signals emitted by the transmitters. Tetra-chromatic 

white sources are used providing a different data channel for 

each chip. As receivers and decoders, SiC Wavelength Division 

Multiplexer (WDM) optical sensor, with light filtering 

properties, are used. The primary objective is to control the 

arrival of vehicles to an intersection and to schedule them to 

cross it at times that minimizes delays. A Vehicle-to-

Everything (V2X) traffic scenario is stablished and 

bidirectional communication between the infrastructure and 

the vehicles is tested, using the VLC request/response concept. 
  
 

Keywords- Vehicular Communication; Light Fidelity; Visible 

Light Communication; white LEDs; SiC photodetectors; OOK 

modulation scheme;Traffic control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Visible Light Communication (VLC) holds special 

importance when compared to existing forms of wireless 

communications [1] [2]. VLC seems to be appropriate for 

providing wireless data exchange for automotive 

applications. Visible light represents a new communication 

opportunity for vehicular networking applications. The 

communication is performed through VLC using the street 

lamps and the traffic signaling to broadcast the information.  

An Intersection Manager (IM) can increase the 

throughput of the intersection by exchanging information 

with and directing incoming Connected Autonomous 

Vehicles [3][4][ 5] 

Our goal is to increase the safety and throughput of 

traffic intersections using VLC connected cooperative 

driving [6][7 ]. Vehicular Communication Systems are a 

type of network in which vehicles and roadside units are the 

communicating nodes, providing each other with 

information, such as safety warnings and traffic information 

[8]. Communication between fixed locations and vehicles 

(Infrastructure-to-Vehicle, I2V) between vehicles (Vehicle-

to-Vehicle, V2V), and between vehicles and fixed locations 

(Vehicle-to-Infrastructure, V2I) is essential to transfer 

information in real time. The I2V applications focus on 

utilizing the traffic related infrastructure, such as traffic light 

or streetlight to communicate useful information. 

The proposed system is composed of several 

transmitters, i.e., the street lights and the traffic signals, 

which transmit map information and traffic messages 

required to the moving vehicles. Data is encoded, modulated 

and converted into light signals emitted by the transmitters. 

Then, this information is transferred to receivers installed in 

the vehicles. Every street light has their differentiable 

Identifications (IDs) for the generation of the visible light 

signal that transmits the map information through a Visible 

Light Transmitter module. Tetra-chromatic white sources 

are used providing a different data channel for each chip. 

Every vehicle is equipped with a receiver module for 

receiving the mapped information generated from the street. 

The receiver modules include a photodetector based on a 

tandem a-SiC:H/a-Si:H pin/pin light controlled filter 

[9][10][11] that multiplex the different optical channels, 

perform different filtering processes (amplification, 

switching, and wavelength conversion) and decode the 

encoded signals, recovering the transmitted information. 
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This paper is organized as follows: After a short 

introduction, in Section II, a two-way communication 

between vehicles and the traffic lights is implemented. The 

redesign of the trajectory is presented. Here, street lamps 

and traffic lights broadcast the information. The On-vehicle 

VLC receivers decode the messages and perform V2V 

distance measurements. In Section III, a V2X traffic 

scenario is proposed and characterized. A phasing traffic 

flow is developed as a Proof-of-Concept (PoC). The 

simulated results confirm that the redesign of the 

intersection and its management through the cooperative 

request/response VLC architecture allows to increase the 

safety and to decrease the trip delay. Finally in Section IV, 

the main conclusions are presented. 

II.  VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION USING VLC 

In this section the vehicular communication is analyzed. 

A. Redesign Concepts  
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Figure 1. a) Representation of phasing diagram. b) Physical area and 

channelization. c) Timing function configuration, VRU/Vulnerable Road 

Users 

The redesign of the traffic-actuated controller uses 

vehicle request/respond message information to generate 

phase durations appropriate to accommodate the demand on 

each cycle. Examples of the representation of a redesigned 

phasing diagram, a functional area with two-way-two-way 

intersection and a timing function configuration are 

presented in Figure 1. In Figure 1a, a phasing diagram is 

displayed. Each Timing Function (TF) controls only one 

movement represented by an arrow. Since two movements 

can proceed simultaneously without conflict as shown in 

Figure 1b, hence two of the timing functions will always 

have simultaneous control, as exemplified in Figure 1c. The 

problem that the traffic-actuated intersection manager has to 

solve is to allocate the reservations among a set of drivers in 

a way that a specific objective is maximized. Signal timing 

involves the determination of the appropriate cycle length  

and apportionment of time among competing movements 

and phases. The timing apportionment is constrained by 

minimum “green” times that must be imposed to provide 

pedestrians to cross and to ensure that motorist expectancy 

is not violated.  

The use of both navigation and lane control signs to 

communicate lane restrictions is demanding. Downstream 

from that location (request distance in Figure 1b), lane 

restrictions should be obeyed. Vehicles may receive their 

requirements (e.g., whether they will turn left or continue 

straight and turn right) or the need to interact with a trafic 

controler at a nearby crossroad (message distance in Figure 

1b). In the sequence, a traffic message coming from a 

transmitter nearby the crossroad will inform the drivers of 

the location of their destination (i.e., the intended 

intersection exit leg). 
 

B.  V2X communication scenario . 

A V2X (I2V2V2I2V) communication link, in a light 

traffic controlled crossroad, was simulated. The crossroad 

link is displayed in Figure 2. In the PoC, was assumed that 

the crossroad in an orthogonal configuration is located in the 

interception of line 2 with column 3, and the emitters at the 

nodes along the roadside. 

To build the I2V it is proposed a simplified cluster of 

unit square cells in an orthogonal topology that fills all the 

service area [13]. To realize both the communication and 

the street illumination, white light tetra-chromatic sources 

are used providing a different data channel for each chip. At 

each node, only one chip of the LED is modulated for data 

transmission, the Red (R: 626 nm), the Green (G: 530 nm), 

the Blue (B: 470 nm) or the Violet (V) while the others 

provide constant current for white perception. Thus, each 

transmitter, X i,j, carries its own color, X, (RGBV) as well as 

its horizontal and vertical ID position in the surrounding 

network (i,j).  

The VLC photosensitive receiver is a double pin/pin 

photodetector based on a tandem heterostructure, p-i'(a -

SiC:H)-n/p-i(a-Si:H)-n. [ 12 ][ 13 ]). To receive the I2V 
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information from several transmitters, the receiver must be 

located at the overlap of the circles that set the transmission 

range of each transmitter.  
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Figure.2.a) V2X lighting plan model and generated joint footprints in a 
crossroad (LED array=RGBV color spots). b) Proposed mesh and cellular 

hybrid architecture. 

 

The nine possible overlaps are displayed in Figure 2a for 

each unit square cell. When a probe vehicle enters the 

streetlight´s capture range, the receiver replies to the light 

signal, and assigns an unique ID and the traffic message 

[14].In Figure 2b, we propose a draft of a mesh cellular 

hybrid structure to create a gateway-less system without any 

external gateways needed. We propose this network 

configuration since it is wireless and ad-hoc. It spans all 

devices, is wire free, demonstrates resiliency to physical 

obstructions and adapts to changes in the transmission 

medium. Therefore, a mesh network is a good fit because it 

dynamically reconfigures itself and grows to the size of any 

installation. Is also a secure and trustworthy network [15]. 

As illustrated in Figure 2b, the street lights, in this 

architecture, are equipped with one of two types of nodes: A 

“mesh” controller that connects with other nodes in its 

vicinity (solid arrows). These controllers can forward 

messages to the vehicles (I2V) in the mesh, effectively 

acting like routers nodes in the network. The 

“mesh/cellular” hybrid controller (dash arrows), is also 

equipped with a modem providing IP base connectivity to 

the Intersection Manager services (IM). These nodes acts as 

border-router and can be used for edge computing. Under 

this architecture, the short-range mesh network purpose is 

twofold: enable edge computing and device-to-cloud 

communication, by ensuring a secure communication from a 

street light controller to the edge computer or datacenter, 

through a neighbor traffic light controller with an active 

cellular connection; and enable peer-to-peer 

communication, to exchange information between V-VLC 

ready connected cars.  

Four traffic flows were considered: One from West (W) 

with three vehicles (“a”, “c”, “d”) approaching the 

crossroad, Vehicle a with straight movement and Vehicle c 

and Vehicle d with left turn only. In the second flow, 

Vehicle b from East (E), approaches the interception with 

left turn only. In the third flow, Vehicle e, oncoming from 

South (S), has e right-turn approach. Finally, in the fourth 

flow, Vehicle f, coming from North, goes straight. Using the 

I2V communication, each street lamp (transmitter) sends a 

message, which is received and processed by a SiC receiver, 

located at the vehicle’s rooftop. Using the headlights as 

transmitters, the information is resent to a leader vehicle 

(V2V) or, depending on the predefined occupied lane, a 

“request” message to go forward or turn right (right lane) or 

to turn left (left lane) is sent directly to a crossroad receiver 

(V2I), at the traffic light, interconnected to a local manager 

that feeds one or more signal heads. For crossroad 

coordination, a emitting local controller located at the light 

signal, sends a “response” message to the intersection 

approaching vehicles. In the following, bidirectional 

communication is stablished (V2I2V). 

To build the V2V system, the follower sends the 

message that is received by the leader and can be 

retransmitted to the next car [16][17] or to the infrastructure. 

The leader vehicle receives infers the drive distance and the 
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relative speed between them [18]. This information can be 

directed to the next car (V2V) or to an infrastructure (V2I).  

For the intersection manager crossing coordination, the 

vehicle and the intersection manager exchange information 

through two specific types of messages, “request” (V2I) and 

“response” (I2V). Inside the request distance, an approach 

“request” is sent, using as emitter the headlights. To receive 

the “requests”, two different receivers are located at the 

same traffic light, facing the cross roads (local controller of 

the traffic light). The “request” contains all the information 

that is necessary for a vehicle’s space-time reservation for 

its intersection crossing. Intersection manager uses this 

information to convert it in a sequence of timed rectangular 

spaces that each assigned vehicle needs to occupy the 

intersection. An intersection manager’s acknowledgement is 

sent from the traffic signal over the facing receiver to the in 

car application of the head vehicle. The response includes 

both the infrastructure and the vehicle identifications and 

the “confirmed vehicle” message. Once the response is 

received (message distance in Figure 1b), the vehicle is 

required to follow the occupancy trajectories (footprint 

regions, Figure 2) provided by the intersection manager. If a 

request has any potential risk of collision with all other 

vehicles that have already been approved to cross the 

intersection, the control manager only sends back to the 

vehicle (V2I) the “response” after the risk of conflict is 

exceeded.  

The graphical representation of the simultaneous 

localization and mapping problem, for the V2X 

communication link, is displayed in Figure 2c. Here, using 

the I2V communication, each street lamp (transmitter) sends 

a message, which is received and processed by a SiC 

receiver, located at the vehicle’s rooftop. Using the 

headlights as transmitters, the information is resent to a 

leader vehicle (V2V) [ 19 ][ 20 ] or, depending on the 

predefined occupied lane, a “request” message to go 

forward or turn right (right lane) or to turn left (left lane) is 

sent directly to a crossroad receiver (V2I), at the traffic 

light, interconnected to a local manager that feeds one or 

more signal heads. This information can be directed to the 

next car (V2V) or to an infrastructure (V2I). For crossroad 

coordination, an emitting local controller located at the light 

signal, send a “response” message to the intersection 

approaching vehicles. In the following, bidirectional 

communication is stablished (V2I2V). 

 

C. Coding/decoding Techniques 

To encode the messages an on-off keying (OOK) 

modulation scheme was used. The codification of the optical 

signals is synchronized and includes the information related 

to the ID position of the transmitters and the message to 

broadcast. We have considered a 32 bits codification as 

described in Figure 3.  

Each frame is divided into three or four blocks 

depending on the kind of transmitter: street lamps, 

headlamps (Figure 3a) or traffic light (Figure 3b). We 

assigned the first block to the synchronization (SYNC) in a 

[10101] pattern and the last one to the message to transmit 

(Payload Data). A stop bit is used at the end of each frame. 

Thus, R3,2 , G3,1, and V21 are the transmitted node packets, in 

a time slot by the headlamps. In Figure 3b, the second block 

(INFO) in a pattern [000000] means that a response message 

is being sent by the controller manager. Here, the signal 

controller responds to the request of the vehicle located in 

position # 8 (R3,2, G3,3, and V23) at the request time (request 

distance). This response is received in the unit cell adjacent 

to the crossroad (message distance, Figure 1b) that shares a 

common node (R3,2) with the request distance (see Figure 

3). 
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Figure 3. Frame structure representations. a) Codification used to drive the 

headlights of a vehicle in a request message from footprint #8. R3,2 , G3,1, 

and V2,1 are the transmitted node packet, in a time slot .b) Encoded message 
response of the controller to the request message of the vehicle in position 

#8 (R3,2 , G3,1, and V2,1). 

In Figure 4, a MUX signal due to the joint transmission 

of four R, G, B and V optical signals, in a data frame, is 

displayed. The bit sequence (on the top of the figure) was 

chosen to allow all the on/off sixteen possible combinations 

of the four input channels (2
4
).  

Results show that the code signal presents as much 

separated levels as the on/off possible combinations of the 

input channels, allowing decoding the transmitted 

information [9]. All the levels (d0-d15) are pointed out at the 

correspondent levels, and displayed as horizontal dotted 

lines. In the right hand side, the match between MUX levels 

and the 4 bits binary code assigned to each level is shown. 

To exemplify of the decoding technique, the signal 

transmitted in Figure 3a in the same frame of time, is also 

added (dotted curve).  
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superimposed to exemplify the decoding algorithm. 

 

Hence, the signal can be decoded by assigning each 

output level (d0-d15) to a 4- digit binary code [XR, XG, XB, 

XV], with X=1 if the channel is on and X=0 if it is off. 

 

III. RESULTS 

Main results are presented and discussed. 

 

A. Led assisted navigation 

As a PoC, performed in the lab, a navigation data bit 

transition was tested by moving the receiver along known 

pattern path as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure.5.Normalized MUX signals acquired by a receiver at the crossroad, 

in positions #1, #2, #4, #6 or #8 On the top the transmitted channels 

packets [R, G, B, V] are decoded. 

 

Figure 5, displays the MUX signals received when 

Vehicle a enters the crossroad in position #8 (t1) and it goes 

straight to position #2 (t2) (Phase1, TF1) , while vehicle c 

turn left, moving across position #1 (Phase2, TF2). Results 

show that, as the receiver moves between generated point 

regions, the received information pattern changes. The 

vehicle speed can be calculated by measuring the actual 

travelled distance overtime, using the ID´s transmitters 

tracking. Between two consecutive data sets, there is a 

navigation data bit transition (channel is missing or added). 

It was observed that when the receiver moves from #8 to # 2 

one ID channels was lost (B2,4) and one are added (V2,3). 

Here, the 4-bynary bit code has changed from [1101] to 

[1110] while Vehicle c and d change theirs from [1111] to 

[0011] and Vehicle b to [1100]. The receivers compute the 

geographical position in the successive instants (path) and 

infer the vehicle’s speed. In the following, this data will be 

transmitted to another leader vehicle through the V2V 

communication or to control manager at the traffic light 

through V2I. 

 

B. Cooperative system 

To model the worst-case scenario, vehicles approaching 

the intersection from different flows are assumed to have a 

conflicting trajectory (Figure 2). Two instants are 

considered for each vehicle, the request time (t) and the 

response time (t’). All the requests contain vehicle positions 

and approach speeds. If a follower exists (Vehicle d), the 

request message from its leader includes the position and 

speed previously received by V2V. This information alerts 

the controller to a later request message (V2I), confirmed by 

the follow vehicle. In the PoC we have assumed that 

ta<tc<td, and ta<tb<tc. 
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Figure.6. MUX signals and the assigned decoded messages (at the top of 

the figure) from vehicles b, e and f at different request and response times 
(I2V). 

As an example, in Figure 6, the I2V MUX signals 

received and decode (on the top of the figure) by the 

receivers of the vehicles b, e and f are also displayed at 

request (te) and (t’b and t’f) response times. In the right side, 
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the received channels for each vehicle are identified by its 

4-digit binary codes and associated positions in the unit cel 

After decoding we have assigned position #4 (R3,4 G4,4 

V4,3) for Vehicle e, position #1 (R3,4 G3,5 B2,4 V2,5) for 

Vehicle b and position #8 (R1,4 G1,3 V2,3) to Vehicle f , 

respectively at theirs request and response times te , t’b and 

t’f . Here, t’e<t’f. 

 

C. Traffic Signal Phasing in a V2X Communication  

A phasing diagram and a timing function configuration 

were presented in Figure 1, for functional areas with two-

way-two-way intersection. A traffic scenario was simulated 

(Figure 2) using the new concept of VLC request/response 

messages. A brief look into the process of timing traffic 

signals is given in Figure 7.  

Redesign traffic-actuated controller uses a, b, c, d, e and 

f vehicles requesting and responding message information to 

generate phase durations appropriate to accommodate the 

demand on each cycle. Each driving vehicle is assigned an 

individualised time to request (t) and access (t´) the 

intersection. The exclusive pedestrian stage, “Walk” interval 

begins at the end of Phase 5. (Figure 1). 
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Figure. 7 Requested phasing of traffic flows: pedestrian phase, Phase 1 

(W straight flow), Phase 2 (W straight and left flows), Phase 3(W and E 

left flows), Phase 4 (N and S straight flows). t[x] is the request time from 

the Vehicle x and t’[X] the correspondent response time from the manage 

controller. 

A first-come-first-serve approach could be realized by 

accelerating or decelerating the vehicles such that they 

arrive at the intersection when gaps in the conflicting traffic 

flows and pedestrians have been created. However, a one-

by-one service policy at high vehicle arrival rates is not 

efficient. From the capacity point of view, it is more 

efficient, if Vehicle c is given access at t’c before Vehicle b, 

at t’b to the intersection and Vehicle d is given access at t’d 

before Vehicle e, at t’e then, forming a west left turn of set 

of vehicles (platoon) before giving way to the fourth phase 

(north and south conflicting flows), as stated in Figure 7The 

speed of Vehicle e was reduced, keeping a safe distance 

between Vehicle e and Vehicle d. 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS  

This paper presents a new concept of request/response 

for the redesign and management of a trajectory in a two-

way-two-way traffic lights controlled crossroad, using VLC 

between connected cars. The connected vehicles receive 

information from the network (I2V), interact with each other 

(V2V) and also with the infrastructure (V2I), using the 

request redesign distance concept. In parallel, a control 

manager coordinates the crossroad and interacts with the 

vehicles (I2V) using the response redesign distance concept. 

A simulated traffic scenario was presented and a generic 

model of cooperative transmission for vehicular 

communication services was established. As a PoC, a 

phasing of traffic flows is suggested. The 

simulated/experimental results confirmed that the proposed 

cooperative VLC architecture is suitable for the intended 

applications. The introduction of VLC between connected 

vehicles and the surrounding infrastructure allows the direct 

monitoring of relative speed thresholds and inter-vehicle 

spacing.  

In order to evolve towards real implementation, the 

performance of such systems still needs improvement, 

namely the distance between conflicting vehicles along with 

the trajectories of other opposing vehicles should also be 

monitored and optimized. As further work, the research 

team plans to finalize the embedded application, for 

experimenting in several road configurations with either 

static or moving vehicles. 
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Abstract—Nowadays, Global Positioning Systems (GPS) are 
used everywhere for positioning and navigation. However, its 
use is not suitable in indoor environment, due to the strong 
attenuation inside buildings. Therefore, indoors navigation 
takes advantage of other technologies to infer position. 
Recently, several Visible Light Positioning (VLP) systems have 
been reported. Among these technologies, Visible Light 
Communication (VLC) is one of the most promising, as its 
operation is based on the use of Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
light, currently widely used in the illumination solutions of 
most buildings. In this paper, we propose an indoor navigation 
system based on VLC in an industrial application for 
automated warehouses, where the navigation of Autonomous 
Guided Vehicles (AGV) is supported by VLC. The proposed 
VLC system establishes bi-directional communication between 
the infrastructure and the guided vehicles. LED transmitters at 
the warehouse ceiling support downlink data transmission 
from the Infrastructure to Vehicle (I2V). This channel 
provides positioning and navigation of the vehicles, as well as 
transmission of dedicated messages related to the requested 
tasks of the management warehouse system to the AVGs. The 
uplink channel from the Vehicle to the Infrastructure (V2I) is 
used to acknowledge the requested tasks and transmit updates 
on the concluded tasks. Optical transmitters are tri-chromatic 
white LEDs with a wide angle beam. The characterization of 
the optical transmitter system is done through MatLab 
simulations for path loss and VLC channel gain prediction 
using the Lambertian model for the LED light distribution. 
Dedicated receivers based on a-SiC:H/a-Si:H photodiodes with 
selective spectral sensitivity are used to record the transmitted 
signal. The decoding strategy is based on accurate calibration 
of the output signal. 

Keywords - visible light communication; RGB LED; 
photodiode;  indoor navigation; optical sensor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Visible Light Communication (VLC) technology makes 
use of the visible part of the light spectrum to modulate 
specific wavelengths and encode and transmit information 
[1]. White LED lamps are the most adequate transmitters in 
this technology, as white LEDs are currently the most 
efficient lighting solution and can also be easily modulated, 
fulfilling the VLC requirements for signal transmission 

[2][3]. An attractive application of VLC technology is for 
indoor positioning and navigation services [4]. Its use can be 
extended from in-house navigation to guide users inside 
large buildings or underground spaces to the navigation of 
AVGs, safe communication at RF hazardous places 
(petrochemical industries, mining) [5 ] or RF undesirable 
locations (hospitals, aircrafts) [6][7]. 

Nowadays, retail market has several online and offline 
channels of sales and services like same day delivery or store 
pickups [8]. Thus, the trend for the conception of modern 
warehousing has provide efficiency in the delivery process 
[9]. Order picking is one of the most labor intensive and 
expensive activity in every warehouse. Thus, automation of 
this task through the use driverless vehicles, such as, mobile 
picking robots, self-driving forklifts, autonomous inventory 
robots or unmanned aerial vehicles [10] are an attractive 
solution. The vehicle movement inside the warehouse lays 
on indoor localization and indoor navigation techniques 
based on WiFi communication technology [11][12]. 

We propose a communication system operating in the 
visible range using four ultra-bright white RGB and 
photodetector device based on two stacked multilayered a-
SiC:H/a-Si:H structures that act as optical filters in the 
visible range [13][14]. The system is designed to establish 
bidirectional communication between a static infrastructure 
and an AGV. 

The LEDs enable four transmission optical channels 
supplied by the modulation of the internal red and blue chips 
of the white RGB LED [15][16]. The propagation model of 
the channel is analyzed to characterize the signal coverage. 

The possibility of tuning the spectral device sensitivity is 
analyzed and discussed using several optical bias conditions 
that induce different modulations of the electrical field along 
both front and back heterostructures, amplifying or cutting 
specific wavelengths [17]. This enables the identification of 
the transmitted individual input channels allows the location 
identification of the photodetector. The correct assignment of 
the identified signal to the location is the basis of the position 
algorithm proposed in this work . 

A decoding strategy based on the evaluation of the output 
photocurrent for the detection of different optical signals is 
presented and discussed [18][19]. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
describes the transmitter characterization. Section III 
describes the use of the receiver unit and the decoding 
strategy. Section IV addresses results and discussion. Section 
V goes into conclusions and presents guidelines for future 
work 

II. TRANSMITTER UNIT

The proposed VLC system intends to establish  
bidirectional infrastructure-to-device communication in an 
industrial indoor space. The proposed application is an 
automated warehouse where AGV pick goods from the racks 
and carry them to the packaging station where they are 
labeled and shipped.  

The LED lamps placed at the warehouse ceiling are used 
to illuminate the space, to transmit information that enable 
position and navigation services and to transmit instructions 
to the AGV. The AVG robots communicate with the ceiling 
lamps to transmit information on the items that are being 
removed, which enables the update of the database.  

The proposed system is composed of transmitter and the 
receiver modules, located at the LED lamps at the ceiling 
and at the AVG. Downlink communication is established 
from the ceiling lamps to the AVGs and uplink 
communication from the AVG to the correspondent ceiling 
lamp. The optical source of the transmitter at the ceiling 
lamps is composed of four white RGB LEDs. At the AGV 
the optical source is single-color LEDs.  

The configuration proposed for the LED ceiling lamp 
includes four white RGB LED placed at the corners of a 
square (Figure 1a)). Here the red emitter of LEDs A and D 
and the blue emitters of LED B and C are used for data 
transmission. Assuming a quasi-circular signal distribution 
from each LED, the predicted signal coverage of this setup is 
shown in Figure 1b). 

Figure 1. Configuration of the white LED lamp: a) modulated emitter 
of each LED ; b) signal coverage of the lamp.  

It was assumed that each LED light contribution would 
overlap in the central region. In the lateral and corner parts 

this intersection would be partial due to the radiation patterns 
superposition of the closest two or three LEDs. The 
identification of the different signals is crucial for the 
identification of the position and thus for the indoor 
navigation. 

The used RGB LEDs are commercial LEDs designed for 
general illumination providing therefore, high output power 
(550 mcd, 850 mcd and 320 mcd, for the red, green and blue 
emitters, respectively) and wide viewing angle. Analysis of 
the output light spectrum demonstrates the presence of three 
distinct gaussian peaks located in the blue (460 nm – 480 
nm), green (520 nm – 540 nm) and red (619 nm – 624 nm) 
regions.  

The light emitted by the LEDs is attenuated by the path 
distance to the receiver following the inverse of the square 
distance. Dependence on the wavelength is also stated using 
the propagation models (Friis equation).In Figure 2 it is 
shown the attenuation of the light signal dependence on the 
light wavelength for different distances between emitter and 
receiver units. 

Figure 2. Attenuation of the light signal dependence on the light 
wavelength for different distances between emitter and receiver units sub-
sections 

The dependence on the wavelength is almost negligible, 
as the analyzed range (visible range) is very narrow. 
However, the dependence on the emitter-receiver distance is 
more evident, being very reduced at short distances and 
enlarging with wider distances. 

III. RECEIVER UNIT

The receiver module includes a photodetector to transform 
the light signal into an electric signal that is later 
demodulated and decoded to extract the transmitted 
information. The photodetector used for the transduction of 
the optical signal is a monolithic heterojunction composed 
of two pin structures based on a-Si:H and a-SiC:H and built 
on a glass substrate between two transparent electrical 
contacts (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Simplified cross-section view of the photodetector. 

The front pin a-SiC:H photodiode is responsible for the 
device sensitivity in the short wavelengths of the visible 
range (400 – 550 nm) due to its minor thickness (200 nm) 
and higher bandgap (2.1 eV). The back pin a-Si:H structure 
works in the complimentary past of the visible range, 
collecting the long wavelengths (520 nm – 700 nm). 
Selective absorption of long and short wavelengths can be 
achieved by adding steady state illumination of short 
wavelength (400 nm) to the photodetector. In Figure 4 it is 
displayed the output characteristics of the photodetector in 
transient mode measured without and under background 
light from both front and back sides. 
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Figure 4. Transient photocurrent measured under pulsed 

illumination of the a) red and b) blue chips without optical bias 
and under front and back optical bias. 

When this background light soaks the device, from the side 
of the a-SiC:H pin structure (front illumination), long 
wavelengths (red and green) provide amplification of the 

photocurrent, while short wavelengths (blue) attenuate the 
signal. Under background illumination, from the side of the 
a-Si:H pin structure (back illumination), the behavior is 
reversed. Signal amplification is obtained for shorter 
wavelengths and attenuation for longer wavelengths.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The frame used to transmit information related to the 
position and instructions to the AGV are coded in a word 
with a predefined size. The first and last blocks of the frame 
are used to ensure synchronism between the emitter and the 
receptor for correct demodulation of the transmitted signal. 
The second block is a word of 12 bits. In the fast and slow 
red and/or blue emitters, this word contains the information 
on the position within the navigation cell, which is assigned 
to the frequency. Slow emitters have a frequency half of the 
fast emitters. The green emitter is used to carry the 
identification of the unit cell. Its format was designed to 
ensure safe decode of the signals and prevent errors. It is a 12 
bits word where the logic state of each bit never changes 
simultaneously with the other fast and slow red and blue 
emitters. The format of the word code is 0XXXX00YYYY0, 
where XXXX addresses the line and YYYY the column of 
the unit navigation cell. The third block of every emitter is a 
12 bits word, reserved for the transmission of the information 
related to the available racks inside each navigation area. As 
the area covered by the navigation unit comprises nine 
cardinal sub-sections containing four quadrants each, it is 
necessary 9 x 4 = 36 bits to infer which of these spatial 
positions, i.e. racks, are available. Each of the channels (12 
bits available) transmits information about 3 sub-sections, 
using 4 bits for each. The first bit is assigned to the first 
quadrant, the second to the second quadrant and so on. Slow 
emitters of each navigation cell transmit information about 
northwest, north and northeast directions, fast emitters at the 
bottom about southwest, south and southeast, and the green 
emitters about west, center and east positions. 

When the AGV reaches the desired position defined by 
the route, it removes the rack and carries it to the packaging 
station. At the same time it provides information on this task, 
that is necessary for database update using the uplink 
channel. The establishment of this communication link 
demands the identification of both partners (lamp and robot). 
The uplink channel uses three wavelengths and the info is 
coded in a 3x32 bits word with a simple structure of four 
blocks: two synchronization blocks (2x4 bits) located at the 
beginning and at the end of the word and two informative 
blocks (2x12 bits) in the middle. The first 12 bits block 
contains the identification of the ceiling luminaire that is 
illuminating the AGV  and the identification of the AGV 
responsible for picking the items from the rack.  

The test case used to validate the proposed 
communication scheme is displayed in Figure 5, that shows 
the specific blocks of the 32 bits word of each emitter 
assigned to the lamps and to the mobile robot. 
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Figure 5. Codification of the optical signals transmitted by the: 
a) ceiling lamp; b) mobile picking robot. 

In the code transmitted by the ceiling lamp (Figure 5a), 
the green transmitters send the code 
1100 | 000010000100 | 0000 0000 0000 | 0011, which 
corresponds to the navigation cell with identification 1-2 
(line 1: 0001, column 2: 0010) and to the information that 
there is no rack placed in the position west, center and east of 
the same cell. Slow emitters transmit the 
1100 | 111111000000 | 0011 0011 0011 | 0011 code which 
identifies them as top emitters inside the navigation unit cell 
and states that in northwest, north and northeast sub-sections 
the third and fourth quadrants contain available racks that 
can be picked by the robot. In these quadrants, the 1st and 2nd

quadrants are empty of available racks. Fast emitters transmit 
the code 1100 | 111000111000 | 1100 1100 1100 | 0011 
which represents their position as bottom emitters in the 
navigation unit cell and informs that in the southwest, south 
and southeast sub-sections the 1st and 2nd quadrants contain 
available racks to be moved while the 3rd and 4th racks are 
not accessible as they are empty 

In Figure 6, it is displayed the photocurrent signal 
measured by the mobile robot under variable conditions of 
optical bias (without and with front/back steady state 
background light). The signal was acquired in position (9) of 
the navigation cell 1-2, when the picking robot moves in the 
forward lane to remove a rack of the first quadrant of sub-
section southwest (SE). 
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Figure 6. Photocurrent signal (measured without and with front/back steady 
state light) measured at position (9) of the navigation cell 1-2 after removing 
the contribution from the green emitters At the top it is displayed the optical 

signal of each emitter. 

The signal was acquired in the central position (9) of the 
navigation cell 1-2, when the picking robot moves in the 
forward lane to remove a rack of the first quadrant of sub-
section southwest (SE). At this position the optical excitation 
comes from the fast red and blue emitters and from the slow 
blue emitter. The displayed output signal has already been 
removed of the contribution due to the green optical 
excitation. In the graph, the trigger event allows easy 
synchronization and identification of each transmitted frame. 
This is noticeable by the highest peaks of the front 
photocurrent signal (represented in the graphs by the 
magenta line), as well as by the idle bits (all emitters are set 
to 1). This combination results in photocurrent amplification 
when the device is soaked by front steady state illumination. 
By opposition, the same signal under back background light 
is decreased. 

Then, it is necessary to decode the next blocks of the 
data frame. It is assumed that in the front photocurrent the 
highest levels correspond to the presence of the red light, 
while the lowest ones to its absence, which allows the 
immediate recognition of the ON-OFF states for the red 
channel. The same reasoning can be used to analyze the 
back-photocurrent signal. Here the highest levels are 
assigned to the presence of the blue input signal and the 
lowest levels to its nonexistence, which allows the decoding 
of the blue channel. However, at the regions where there are 
two different signals transmitted by the same wavelength, 
this approach is not feasible, as it is necessary to infer which 
of these is channels is on or off. The approach used to 
decode each optical state was based on the use of a 
calibration curve. This was obtained by scaling all the 
possible signal output levels (Figure 7, solid black line) and 
measuring the photocurrent signal under front optical bias 
using two red and two blue optical signals. The driving 
current of each LED emitter was adjusted to provide 
different levels of photo excitation. On the right side of the 
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picture in Figure 7, it is shown the label of the modulated 
emitters that correspond to each photocurrent level.  
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Figure 7. Front photocurrent signal measured along the forward path at the 
central position of the navigation cell. In superposition it is displayed the 

calibration grid.  

In Figure 8, it is displayed the front photocurrent signal 
due to the optical signal transmitted by the AGV after 
concluding a specific task of items removal.  
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Figure 8. Front photocurrent signal transmitted by the robot when 
removing a rack. In superposition it is placed the calibration curve with 8 

levels. 

The calibration curve obtained with the 8 possible 
combinations is also displayed for decoding purposes. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Simultaneous navigation and data transmission based on 
visible light communication were presented using 
bidirectional communication based on VLC between the 
infrastructure and AGV in an industrial application of an 
automated warehouse. The infrastructure is the ceiling LED 
lamp and the AVG a mobile warehouse picking robot. The 
transmitted data is encoded in a 32 bits word, defined using 
specific data frames in each communication channel. 
Codification of the optical signals ensured synchronization 
between frames and was also designed to make the decoding 
process more robust and prevent errors that might provide 
wrong identification of the correspondent spatial position. 

Future work includes a more complete characterization of 
the channel gain and integration of the propagation model 
with the specific amplification features of the device under 
light bias. 
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Abstract—A wireless sensor node with Wi-Fi interface has been
developed and applied to measure air quality parameters. The
node can be used for different indoor sensing applications, but
the currently addressed application context is to reduce the risk
of virus infection that is related to the aerosol concentration
in a room. As a helpful measure, the carbon dioxide (CO2)
concentration can be considered because there is a relation
between CO2 concentration and aerosol concentration. Two
different approaches of CO2 measurements, direct and indirect,
are tested. Captured data is wirelessly transmitted via Wi-Fi to
a database for detailed analysis. By using multiple sensor nodes,
a spatial distribution of CO2 can be calculated by using the
inverse distance weighting interpolation technique. The resulting
CO2 distribution data can be used to optimize the number of
required sensor nodes for a specific room and their placements.
Another aspect is the dynamics of the CO2 concentration when
ventilating the room, e.g., by opening windows to reduce the
aerosol concentration in a room. A single sensor node or multiple
nodes can be used to set up an alarm system that indicates
pending room ventilation in case of high CO2 concentration. A
set of five sensor nodes have been installed into a small room to
record CO2 concentration over time with a closed window and
when airing the room.

Keywords-Wireless sensor; Distributed sensing; CO2 concentra-
tion measurement; Aerosol distribution

I. INTRODUCTION

Virus diseases like the pandemic Covid-19 require multiple
approaches to reduce the number of infections. One approach
is to filter infectious particles by optimized filter systems
in indoor scenarios but these systems can be difficult and
expensive to install. Another approach is to apply regular
room ventilation to reduce virus concentration. To optimize
this process, a measure can be helpful to identify the virus
concentration. For Covid-19 there is an expected relation
between virus concentration of SARS-CoV-2 in the air and the
aerosol concentration because viruses are usually connected
to aerosols emitted during human’s breathing and speech.
But to directly measure the aerosol concentration is difficult.
It is much simpler to measure the carbon dioxide (CO2)
concentrations instead because current research has shown
a correlation between aerosol and CO2 concentrations [1].
Retrofitting existing buildings with modern Heating, Venti-
lation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems incorporating
automatic ventilation is a challenging task [2]. The exten-
sive use of CO2 sensors in classrooms and offices without
automatic HVAC systems could improve the ventilation habits
and therefore reduce the CO2 concentration and consequently

the concentration of potentially virus-contaminated aerosols.
CO2 sensors and related measurement systems can be easily
deployed in indoor scenarios. But it is usually necessary to
install more than a single sensor at different positions in a
room to get a realistic view of the CO2 concentration and
distribution in order to optimize ventilation frequency and
duration.

We propose a modular Sensor Node (SN) that enables the
deployment for different scenarios. The SN is built around the
self-designed IoTyze Wi-Fi module. A Nondispersive Infrared
(NDIR) CO2 and a Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) sensor
can be connected to the SN. The gathered data from the
connected sensors is buffered and transmitted via the Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol using a Wi-Fi
modem every 30 seconds. One use case is the local display
of the measured air quality parameters to support the regular
airing of the room. A display is connected to show the air
quality parameters. An optical and acoustical alert is triggered
if the air quality parameters reach a critical limit to indicate the
need for ventilation. The measured data is stored in a database
as evidence.

For a second application, a network of multiple SN is
deployed to measure the indoor spatial CO2 concentration.
The spatial CO2 concentration in classrooms is not uniformly
distributed, it depends on room geometry as well as on
the type of ventilation [3]. Experiments have shown that
the CO2 concentration in occupied space can be estimated
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation if the
boundary conditions are known [5]. The concept was only
applied to simple room geometries. A network of multiple
SN could be used to experimentally determine the optimal
location for a single CO2 sensor inside complex structured
rooms (e.g., classrooms with many tables and chairs) without
the need for complex CFD simulations. This paper proposes a
method for interpolating the CO2 concentration measurements
that is tested with preliminary data recorded in home office.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the ar-
chitecture of the developed sensor node is described. This
includes hardware components, integrated sensors for CO2
measurement, and the data flow for storing the sensor data
in a database. The interfaces to access the sensor data locally
or remote via online display are introduced in Section 3. Also
comparisons are made for direct and indirect measurement of
CO2 concentration. Data analysis and spatial interpolation is
explained in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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II. SENSOR NODE ARCHITECTURE

We propose the use of the IoTyze Wi-Fi board as the main
controller for the SN. This board combines a powerful STM32
Microcontroller (MCU), an ESP32 Wi-Fi System on Chip
(SoC) and additional periphery, as shown in Figure 1. One
of the sensors or both, i.e., SCD30 and BME680, can be
connected to the board. The display unit is an optional feature
if a local display is required. The IoTyze ecosystem provides a
software framework with a variety of different sensor drivers
and an easy-to-use file-based device configuration via USB
flash-drive emulation [4]. The use of a Wi-Fi modem supports
high transmission rates but requires an external power supply.
The LoRaWAN and LTE NB-IoT variants are not used because
of the limited bandwidth. A battery-supplied operation is not
considered because of the high current consumption of the
used sensors due to continuous measurements. The use of
a USB power supply for the sensor nodes is not a problem
anyway since the SNs are placed indoor at a fixed position.

I2C

STM32L462
MCU

ESP32 SoC

EEPROM

USB

Power MgmtDC In

Crystal

SCD30 BME680

UART

Display

Fig. 1. Hardware block diagram of the sensor node

A. Hardware

The IoTyze Wi-Fi board integrates an STM32L462 host
processor and an ESP32 SoC that executes the TCP/IP stack.
The communication between the host processor and the Wi-
Fi module is established using UART with a baud rate of
115200 bit/s. External oscillators are connected to the host
processor to provide precise timing. An I²C EEPROM is used
for storing the device configuration and status data. A micro
USB port is used to access the device configuration and for
the power supply. The board can also be supplied by using
a DC connector. The power rails, GPIOs, UART-, I²C- and
SPI-interfaces from the host processor are available through a
20 pin header. The sensors, including the optional display, are
connected to the controller board using this connector.

B. Air Quality Sensors

The main sensor device to estimate the aerosol concentration
is the Sensirion SCD30 sensor to measure the CO2 concentra-
tion because of the correlation between CO2 concentration and
aerosols. Furthermore, this sensor also measures temperature
and humidity. The device is connected to the host processor
using the I²C bus. The measurement of the CO2 concentration
is based on NDIR principles. The sample gas is irradiated by
a wideband light source and two photosensors with specific

passbands that measure the difference of a wavelength of
4.3 um, that is attenuated by CO2 molecules, compared to
a wavelength of 4 um, that is minimally absorbed by air
gases [6]. CO2 concentrations between 0 parts per million
(ppm) and 40000 ppm can be measured and the accuracy is
specified by 30 ppm or 3% [7]. The direct measurement of
CO2 concentration with an NDIR sensor is fairly expensive.

Furthermore, the SN can be equipped with a Bosch
BME680 VOC sensor. This sensor integrates four different
sensing principles for gas, humidity, pressure and temperature.
It has been optimized for IoT, home automation and control
and other applications. The VOC sensing is based on proven
sensing principles, i.e., depending on the type of gas that is
flowing along a heated metal-oxide surface different resulting
conductivities could be electrically measured [8]. A survey
of students has shown that the indoor comfort satisfaction
of students does not exclusively depend on CO2 concentra-
tion and that other micro-climate factors (e.g., temperature,
humidity, smell) must also be taken into account [9]. The
hotplate sensors measure a wider range of VOC pollutants,
e.g., outgassing from garbage, paint and furniture that is
processed by the integrated Bosch BSEC sensor fusion which
outputs the CO2 equivalent based on the correlation of VOC
and CO2 concentrations in humans exhaled breath [10]. The
data from the sensor fusion of the BME680 measurements can
be used as additional air quality parameters.

C. Data Flow

The proposed SN reads data from the connected sensors and
performs the required data preprocessing for transmission of
the buffered measurements as shown in Figure 2.

SCD30 BME680

BSEC

Circular
Buffer

Protobuf Parser

MQTT Pub

Fig. 2. Internal data flow of the sensor node

The CO2 concentration, temperature and humidity readings
from the SCD30 sensor with a sampling period of 2 seconds
are directly transferred into a circular FIFO buffer. The data
from the BME680 is processed by the proprietary Bosch
Sensortec Environmental Cluster (BSEC) sensor fusion library
[11]. The BSEC sensor fusion outputs virtual sensor values for
temperature, humidity, ambient pressure, Indoor Air Quality
(IAQ) and CO2 equivalent with a sampling period of 3 seconds
that is stored in the circular FIFO buffer. The circular FIFO
buffer is implemented around a nested C structure that is
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generated by the Nanopb compiler from a payload description
[12]. The FIFO buffer is converted into the binary protocol
buffers data format using the Nanopb encoder. The binary
payload is transferred by a publish message using the MQTT
protocol. For the proposed sample application, the payload is
decoded and stored into an InfluxDB database by a Node-RED
instance. The data can be exported to a CSV formatted text
file for further processing and analysis.

III. AIR QUALITY DISPLAY

For the first application, the SN was equipped with a display
and a buzzer, as shown in Figure 3. The hardware is placed
inside a 3D printed case. The sensors are located at the back
of the case. An air-permeable cap is used as mechanical
protection. The device is supplied by an external 5V power
supply with a standard micro USB connector. The software
was developed for use with both, the SCD30 CO2 and the
BME680 VOC sensor, but also works with one of the sensors,
lacking the values of the disconnected device.

Fig. 3. Fully equipped sensor node

A. Local Display

The measured environmental parameters from the SCD30
sensor and the BSEC sensor fusion are additionally fed into an
air quality state management software module. This module
classifies the air quality based on the last CO2 reading, the
IAQ estimation and the assessments of the standard DIN EN
13779 [13]. The standard refers to CO2 concentrations above
the ambient level for classification. The globally averaged
CO2 concentration for the year 2019 was 410.5 ppm [14].
For simplicity, an ambient CO2 concentration of 400 ppm
was assumed. High air quality is assumed if both CO2
readings were below 950 ppm. For concentrations between 950
ppm and 1200 ppm air quality is considered sufficient. High
pollution with an immediate need for ventilation is assumed
if the CO2 concentration exceeds 1200 ppm. The higher CO2
reading is used for classification if both sensors are connected.

The current temperature, humidity, IAQ, CO2 (SCD30),
CO2 equivalent (BSEC) and the overall air quality assessment
are shown on a 4.3” TFT display, as shown in Figure 3.
An acoustic alert is triggered if the air quality exceeds a
critical limit. The local display should motivate the people

to periodically air the room. That way, the CO2 concentration
and thus also the expose of potentially infectious aerosols can
be kept below a critical level.

B. Online Display
The buffered sensor data is transmitted to an MQTT broker

using the ESP32 Wi-Fi modem every 30 seconds. For the air
quality display application, the data is stored in an InfluxDB
time-series database [16]. The stored data sets can be displayed
on a web dashboard using Grafana [17]. The actual CO2
measurements and the CO2 equivalent estimations from the
VOC measurements over a period of 4 days are shown in
Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Recorded actual (SCD30) and VOC based estimated (BME680) CO2
concentration

In the event of a revealed Covid infection, the recorded
data is possibly useful for a more accurate risk assessment to
prevent a further spread of the virus.

C. CO2 equivalent estimation
The NDIR CO2 sensors are significantly more expensive

compared to the VOC sensors. The estimated CO2 equivalent
from the BSEC sensor fusion is based on the assumption
of the presence of human breath only. For other sources of
CO2, the estimation will usually be too small, as shown in
Figure 4 for the time between Saturday midnight and noon.
The gas resistance measurement is sensitive to a wide range
of VOCs. Outgassing from furniture [18], detergents [19] or
personal care products [22] results in a higher total VOC
concentration, causing too high CO2 estimates. The spikes for
the CO2 estimations in Figure 4 likely result from such effects.
The cheap VOC sensor is therefore not capable of replacing
the actual NDIR sensor if accurate CO2 concentration values
are required. For the use in an air quality display, the sensor
could be suitable nevertheless because the readings determined
are usually too high if other VOC pollutants are present. In
this case, the airing of the room would be recommended
anyway. Especially, if a larger number of sensors nodes
should be deployed in large buildings to support air purity
and ventilation, a significant price advantage of the BME680
becomes obvious.
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IV. SPATIAL CO2 CONCENTRATION

Objective of the proposed SN is the reduction of aerosol
concentration indoors by indicating high CO2 concentrations.
In case of detection of high CO2 concentration, room ventila-
tion should be performed for a specific time. But the structure
of a room and the localisation of windows and doors affect
the aerosol distribution [21] and therefore the efficiency of
ventilation in terms of local reduction of aerosol concentra-
tions. As solution, multiple sensor nodes can be deployed to
measure the CO2 concentration at different locations inside
a room. The use of multiple SNs helps to measure aerosol
concentration in badly ventilated room corners and regions
away from a window to optimize the ventilation frequency and
duration and therefore to lower the aerosol concentration in all
parts of a room. Theoretically, it is also possible to estimate
the indoor aerosol distribution by mathematically modeling
[20], but this is too complex for the proposed application,
especially when equipping several rooms with sensor nodes.
As experimental approach, multiple sensor nodes have been
placed at different locations inside a room to get the spatial
CO2 concentration. The measured data was used to visualize
and evaluate the air exchange during ventilation in order to
optimize the ventilation process. This set-up could further be
used to determine the optimal location for a single air quality
display in typical room structures.

A. Experimental Setup

Due to the current Covid situation, it was not possible to
perform measurements under realistic conditions with many
humans being in a room like a university lecture hall. There-
fore, preliminary data was recorded in the home office with
a limited area of 19 m². The layout of the room is shown in
Figure 5. SN 1 is placed on a TV rack in front of the room.
SN 2 is placed on the upper side of the desk near a window.
SN 3 is located in the opposite direction of the desk. SN 4 is
mounted in a nested corner of the room. SN 5 is located near
the door. All sensors are placed at a height of 1.5 m to limit
the interpolation to 2 dimensions. The experiment begins with
the door and all windows closed in order to demonstrate the
effect of ventilation.

The time between the shown measurements was determined
experimental in a way to best demonstrate the effect of airing
and the rise of CO2 concentration after closing the window.
First measurements of CO2 concentrations are performed just
before the door and window a are opened. After 30 seconds
the next measurements are taken. The door and the window
are closed after 5 minutes of open time and a last set of
measurements are acquired after additional 5 minutes.

B. Interpolation

The measured CO2 concentrations are interpolated on a
plane, representing a cross-section of the room. One challenge
of the spatial interpolation for this application is the limited
number of supporting points. The few measurement locations
are further not placed on a regular grid. Basic multivariant
interpolation techniques, e.g., bilinear interpolation, rely on a

2

3

1

5

4

 

2 a

Fig. 5. Room layout with furniture, door, window (a) and position of 5 sensors

regular grid, which is why these methods are not suitable for
this application [23]. Methods from geostatistics, e.g., kriging
or inverse distance weighting (IDW) can be used with irregular
distributed data. Kriging is a commonly used geostatistical
approach assuming a spatial correlation between the sample
points [24]. The data from the five SNs is not sufficient to
create a meaningful variogram. Therefore, the deterministic
IDW approach was used for interpolation. The estimated value
is calculated by the values and distances to all sampled points,
as shown in Equation 1 [25]. The weighting of each sample
point only depends on the distance raised to the power of µ,
neglecting the unknown spatial correlation. The interpolation
points can only take values between the minima and maxima
of the support points.

F (x, y) =


∑N

k=1(
1
dk
)µfk∑N

k=1(
1
dk
)µ

if all dk ̸= 0

fk if any dk = 0

(1)

F = Estimation for coordinate x, y
N = Number of samples
dk = Distance between estimation and sample
µ = Power, determines the smoothing
fk = Sample value

C. Results

Figure 6 shows the spatial CO2 concentration at a height of
1.5 m before the experiment is started. The CO2 concentration
is almost identical at all measuring points (1416-1466 ppm)
except for position 1 that is located near the door with 1239
ppm. Fresh air flowing through the gap underneath the door
could explain the drop in CO2 concentration at this sampling
point.

The measurements recorded 30 seconds after opening the
door and window a are shown in Figure 7. Fresh air is
flowing through window a in direction of the door. The CO2
concentration near the window is 468 ppm whereas in the
corner of the room at position 4 still 1302 ppm is measured.
Shortly after the start of airing, a concentration drop is visible
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Fig. 6. Spatial CO2 concentration just before airing (t = 0)

in the direction of the window. The sensor readings measured
at position 2 near the window are also fluctuating while the
window is open. The airing results in a noticeable pulsating
airflow near the window, causing a temporal variation of CO2
concentration near the window. Total airing time is 5 minutes.

Fig. 7. Spatial CO2 concentration after (t = 30 s) seconds airing

The last measurements taken 5 minutes after the window
a and the door were closed are shown in Figure 8. The CO2
concentration now settles between 664 ppm at position 1 near
the door and 983 ppm at position 3 at the corner of the desk.
The measurement at position 2 in the opposite direction of
the desk near the window is 839 ppm. The CO2 concentration
in the immediate environment of the workplace is already
increasing after a short time when working at this place.
To have an efficient result of the ventilation, i.e., low CO2
concentration in all regions of a room, multiple sensor nodes
should be used to get a detailed view of the CO2 distribution.

Fig. 8. Spatial CO2 concentration 5 minutes after the end of airing, i.e., at
time t = (5 + 5)min

Here, a simple guideline should be developed where to
place the sensors in the room for typical room structures. In
the proposed scenarios the sensors are wirelessly connected
to a database. Future postprocessing of the recorded sensor
data including visualization can be used to optimize number
and position of sensors in a room. Result can be a guideline
for e.g., facility managers to optimize SN deployment in
different rooms and to reduce infection risk by keeping aerosol
concentrations at reasonable low levels.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The deployment of the proposed air quality sensor with local
display and alert functionality supports the ventilation habits
to keep the room CO2 concentration below a critical limit. The
online data logging could serve as an indicator for the infection
risk in case of a detected Covid infection. The estimated CO2
equivalent from the BSEC sensor fusion is not as accurate
as the directly measured value from the NDIR sensor but it
is still sufficient as a rough indicator of the air quality. The
BME680 sensor could be used for a low-cost variant of the
sensor node, as the values are estimated rather too high. Due
to the cost-efficiency of the SN, multiple of these nodes can
be used in a single room to get a good view of spatial CO2
concentration.

The spatial distribution of the CO2 concentration as well
as its dynamic change has been recorded in small room
during an airing period. Right at the beginning of the airing
a concentration gradient originating from the window was
observed. In the direct vicinity of the workplace, an increased
CO2 concentration is already detected shortly after the airing
was stopped. From the preliminary data it can be concluded
that the well-elaborated location of a single CO2 sensor inside
the room is highly relevant. The positioning near doors and
windows is not recommended because of possible draught
resulting in too low measurement values not representing high
CO2 concentrations as they may remain in isolated or nested
regions of a room. If it is not possible to use multiple sensors,
a single sensor should be placed further inside the room close
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to the workplaces or in room corner with some distance to a
window.

In future work, measurements have to be performed under
real conditions in crowded lecture rooms and halls. Due to the
current Covid restrictions, experiments under those conditions
were not possible so far. It has to be analyzed how many
sensor nodes should be used for typical room structures in
order to have a cost-efficient but still safe solution to measure
CO2 concentration as basis to start the ventilation process. A
planning tool could be developed that automatically calculates
the number and positioning of sensor nodes inside a room.
Database for this approach is the recorded sensor data captured
in the planning phase when for a set-up time more nodes
than required are used in a room to get sufficient sensor data
from different regions of a room. As part of this planning
tool, the interpolation quality has to be analyzed. The adjusted
inverse distance weighting (AIDW) interpolation could be used
to account for shielding effects resulting from space-dividing
elements [26]. Furthermore, the used IDW approach could be
compared to other interpolation techniques (e.g., radial basis
functions [27]) to determine the best fitting method for spatial
distribution of CO2 in occupied space. The final planning tool
can be an interactive graphical tool representing room structure
and placement of sensors and optionally extended by dynamic
sensor data visualization for analysis options.
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Abstract—In this work, the conductance behavior of tungsten 
trioxide based chemoresistive ozone sensors under ultra violet 
illumination was investigated. The tungsten trioxide sensitive 
layers were deposited on a SiO2/Si substrate by reactive radio 
frequency magnetron sputtering with several Argon / Oxygen 
ratios. The detection principle is based on a change in the 
conductance of the semiconductor oxides when ozone is present 
around the surface. We demonstrate the influence of Argon / 
Oxygen during the deposition of the sensitive layer, on ozone 
detection at 50°C under light illumination. The sensor shows 
good sensitivity to ozone, with a stable baseline, fast response 
and recovery time. These results are promising for the detection 
of ozone at low temperature.  

Keywords-Gas sensors; UV activation; Electronic traps; 
Ozone; Environment; Health. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Tungsten trioxide (WO3) sensitive layers have been 

shown to be an effective material for ozone (O3) detection 
[1]. Metal oxides present good sensitivity, long term stability 
and low cost production. However, their high operating 
temperature (around 280°C) is a drawback, as it increases 
their power consumption, affects the ageing of the materials 
and compromises their use on flexible substrates. 
Nevertheless, some metal oxides, such as zinc oxide (ZnO) 
or WO3, exhibit photo-catalytic behavior [2]-[3] which can 
lower their optimal detection temperature by supplying them 
with energy in the form of Ultra Violet (UV) light radiation. 
This work is dedicated to experimental detection of ozone at 
50°C under UV illumination using a WO3 sensing layer. The 
paper is structured as follows: in Section II, we will describe 
the sensors and the experimental set up; then, in Section III, 
the sensing results will be discussed based on our 
measurements in dark and under UV light illumination in 
ozone environments. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 
IV. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH AND TECHNIQUES 
This section is composed of two parts: one section is 

dedicated to the sensing film fabrication, while the other is 
devoted to the measurement system set-up. 

A. Gas sensors 
The gas sensor is based on a transducer made of Ti/Pt 

interdigitated electrodes (5 and 100 nm thick, respectively) 

spaced by 50 μm (Figure 1) deposited on Si/SiO2 substrate. 
The WO3 sensitive layer, about 50 nm thick, was deposited 
by reactive Radio Frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering. The 
Argon (Ar) / Oxygen (O2) ratio was changed as shown in 
Table I. All samples were deposited at a power of 115 W 
under a total pressure of 3.10-3 mbar.  

TABLE I.  ARGON / OXYGEN PLASMA RATIO OF SAMPLES PREPARED BY RF 
SPUTTERING 

Samples EC EB ED 

Ar/O2 ratio 3 : 2 1 : 1 2 : 3 

 
All these samples, named EC, EB and ED series in our 

experiments, were then annealed in ambient air at a 
temperature of 400°C for two hours to improve their nano-
crystallization and stability. 

 
Figure 1. Sample image of SiO2/Si substrate (4 x 4 mm2) with platinum 

electrodes and a trioxide tungsten layer above it 

The film structures were determined by X-Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) with a Philip’s X’Pert MPD equipment  
(l = 1.54 Å). Chemical composition measurement was 
performed using Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
(EDS) on a Zeiss GeminiSEM 500 ultra high resolution Field 
Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). An 
Energy dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDAX) Octane Silicon 
Drift Detector (129 eV energy resolution for Manganese) was 
used at 5 kV with a magnificence of 350 and 10k. 
B. Experimental Setup for Sensor Characterization 

Our test bench consists of a gas generation unit, a test 
chamber with a Light Emitting Diode (LED UV5TZ-390-30) 
and a Keithley Model 2450 Source Measure Unit (SMU) 
(Keithley, U.S.A.) monitored by a homemade LabVIEW 
program. The gas sensing properties were investigated by 
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measuring the microsensor resistance in a closed thermo-
regulated test chamber. The experimental set-up allows the 
sensors to be tested in dry air and diluted gas. Ozone is 
produced with an O3 generator model 165 from Thermo 
Environmental Instruments and its concentration is measured 
using an O3 analyzer model 49 from Thermo Environmental 
Instruments. In all experiments, the gas flow rate was 
maintained at 500 sccm (Standard Cubic Centimeters per 
Minute). For each concentration, the sensors were exposed to 
the gas for 60 s and their temperature was kept constant at 
50◦C. The distance between the UV LED and the microsensor 
was kept constant to allow a 1.5 mW/cm2 measured power 
density at the sensor surface. Figure 2 shows a sensor under 
irradiation from a UV LED.  

 
Figure 2. A sensor under UV illumination. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The experiments were conducted in a laboratory 

environment. In this section, we will discuss our 
morphological and electrical results. 

A. Chemical Composition 
The XRD diffractograms of WO3 films (Figure 3) show 

the presence of crystalline layers with monoclinic phase WO3 
[4].  

 
Figure 3. Comparison of WO3 diffractograms with reference test platform 

(*) using l = 1.54Å (Philip’s X’Pert MRD). 

A diffractogram was performed on the test platform with the 
interdigitated electrodes (Ti/Pt) deposited on SiO2/Si 
substrate without the trioxide layer, to be used as a reference 
diffractogram. The diffractogram comparison of the samples 
with the metal oxide layers demonstrates the presence of two 
grain orientation families, identified on the figure 3 with the 
symbols # and o. All the diffraction peaks are compatible 
with the monoclinic structure of WO3. But it seems that 
depending on the Ar/O2 ratio used during the sputtering, the 
growth of grains with different orientations are favored. 
Particularly, the lowest oxygen ratio sample (EC) does not 
present the peaks identified on the figure as #. Three EDX 
measurements were carried out on the same sample at two 
different magnifications: x350 on WO3 on three different 
electrodes and x10,000 on WO3 on one electrode. The 
analyzed areas were 3 µm by 3 µm. To avoid the SiO2 
interferences on our WO3 chemical measurements, 
preliminary tests were performed on platinum electrodes. A 
5 kV electron beam energy was used for all the analysis. 
Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) Spectroscopy 
measurements show that for this electron beam energy and 
100 nm thick platinum electrode, no silicon element was 
detected. Thus, by performing our measurements on WO3 
with a platinum electrode underneath, no incertitude was 
induced by the SiO2 substrate. When analyzing these results, 
no clear variation was observed on the chemical composition 
of the films for both magnifications. The WO3 material 
maintains a near-stoichiometric composition over the whole 
deposition range with a ratio of nearly 77%O and 23%W 
(standard deviation of 0.5%). Auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES) analyses carried out in another study [5] 
demonstrated that the O/W ratio can indeed be altered by 
varying the oxygen content of the plasma, but that after 
annealing in air, the disparities tend to disappear. Thus, 
whatever the oxygen value used in our plasma, a quasi-
stoichiometric ratio was observed. These results are in 
agreement with literature [5]-[8] where X-
Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analyses of WO3 
layers deposited under several conditions show that the 
chemical composition of WO3 remains stoichiometric unless 
other chemical species are used during the annealing. 
B. Gas Detection under UV illumination 

Semiconducting metal oxides are the most commonly 
used sensing materials for gas detection. They are cheap, 
stable, highly sensitive and need low maintenance.  
Nevertheless, energy activation is required to facilitate the 
chemical reaction on their surface and induce a change in 
carrier concentration upon exposure to gas molecules. Thus, 
their electrical conductance changes. In this work, we used a 
light activation to study the WO3 photocatalytic properties at 
50°C. The effect of visible and UV lights on the detection 
properties of WO3 can be described as the result of two 
mechanisms. The first one occurs at low photon energies. 
Oxygen ions (O2-) are chemically bound to the surface with 
the free charge carriers of the material, electrons. This binding 
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is of the order of 1.50 eV. Therefore, when the WO3 surface 
is irradiated by a photon source with an energy higher than 
1.50 eV, oxygen species capture the photons and desorption 
occurs, releasing charge carriers and increasing the 
conductance of the material. This increase is generally small 
(drop is less than a factor of 10 in the resistance) and does not 
allow for rapid and repeatable detection. The second 
mechanism is added when the photon energies are higher than 
the indirect band gap of WO3, of the order of  2.6-2.8 eV: the 
creation of electron-hole pairs. These pairs increase the 
density of free charge carriers and participate in the desorption 
of oxygen atoms [9]-[11]. A large increase in conductivity is 
achieved (about a factor of 102 – 103) and a large proportion 
of surface sites are unoccupied. Upon injection of ozone into 
the test chamber, the reactive gas molecules begin to occupy 
the free surface sites and bind to the free charge carriers, 
creating a depletion zone that increases the resistivity. Figure 
4 shows a UV LED spectrum produced by our Avantes 
spectrometry equipment at room temperature (25°C). 

 
Figure 4. UV LED Spectrum 

We observe a broad peak centered at 393 nm 
corresponding to the UV LED used in our experiments. The 
maximum intensity is reached around 393 nm which 
corresponds to a maximum energy of 3.16 eV calculated with 
formula (1): 

E = h*c / l    (1) 
where h is the Planck constant, c the light speed and l the 
wavelength. 

Thus, according to the literature, there is both desorption 
of oxygen and creation of electron-hole pair. This hypothesis 
was confirmed by the decrease in resistance when our sensor 
was exposed to UV light. 

The normalized response of the sensor is defined in (2) as 
the ratio of the sensor resistance under the O3 exposure to the 
sensor resistance in dry air: 

 R = Rgas / Rair   (2) 

where Rair is the sensor resistance through dry airflow and Rgas 
the sensor resistance in the presence of O3. 

Figure 5 shows the detection properties towards O3 of the 
EB sample made with an Ar/O2 gas ratio 1:1, as generally 
reported in the literature [7], [12] under UV light and 
darkness.  

 
Figure 5. Ozone detection, at an operating temperature of 50°C, in dark and 

under UV illumination for a WO3 film prepared with a 1:1 Ar/O2 ratio. 

In darkness and at low temperature maintained at 50°C, 
the optimal conditions for chemisorption reaction are not 
reached, so no adsorption or desorption of oxygen species 
(O2- or O3) can occur. The “Dark Exposure” curve shows a 
constant baseline and no response is observed for all ozone 
exposures of 30 ppb, 65 ppb and 120 ppb, respectively. Under 
UV illumination and at 50°C, desorption of O2- by absorption 
of UV photon occurs and electron-hole pairs are created, thus 
chemical reaction becomes possible. The “UV Exposure” 
plot indicates a normalized response of 1.89, 2.10 and 2.25 
reached for 60 s ozone exposure at 30 ppb, 65 ppb and 120 
ppb, respectively. Stabilization was incomplete for response 
and recovery as chemisorption remains a slow process and 
ten minutes were generally required [9], [13]. 

Figure 6 illustrates the sensors responses to 30 ppb ozone 
for several Ar/O2 gas ratios in the sputtering deposition 
process. 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of Ozone (30 ppb) detection by our samples.  

Measurements under UV illumination for an operating temperature equals 
to 50°C. 
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The EB sample made with an Ar /O2 gas ratio of 1:1 
shows a response of 1.89 for an ozone concentration of 30 
ppb. By increasing the oxygen content during the plasma 
process, the sensor response to ozone is found to decrease, 
and a normalized response of 1.35 is achieved for 30 ppb of 
O3. On the contrary, by decreasing the oxygen content, the 
sensor response to ozone increases, and a normalized 
response of 5.10 is achieved for 30 ppb of O3.This trend is 
maintained for other ozone concentrations as show in figure 
7.  

 
Figure 7. Response of  three sensors to ozone concentration variation, 

under UV illumination at an operating temperature of 50°C. 

The lowest oxygen ratio sample has the highest 
normalized response to ozone of 5.10, 7.04 and 7.90, which 
is promising for ozone detection at low temperature, while 
the highest argon ratio sample has the lowest normalized 
response of 1.35, 1.47 and 1.59 for 30 ppb, 65 ppb and 120 
ppb, respectively. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This work reports our preliminary results on ozone 

sensors, based on a WO3 sputtering layer, operating at 50°C 
under UV light detection. Our results demonstrated that the 
Ar/O2 ratio used during the layer deposition did not affecting 
the chemical stoichiometry after annealing at 400°C during 2 
h. However, XRD measurements showed that several 
preferential grain orientations were formed during the layer 
fabrication depending on the Ar/O2 ratio during the WO3 
sensitive layer deposition. Our results demonstrate that the 
choice of the best Ar/O2 ratio during the WO3 sensitive layer 
fabrication will allow to optimize the ozone detection at low 
temperature by light illumination. Complementary XPS 
measurements will be performed to understand the influence 
of oxygen vacancy on our results.	 
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Abstract— The potential impact of indoor air quality on 
human health has become an increasingly important topic of 
public health and, thus, has stimulated an interest in 
hazardous compounds survey such as carbon dioxide. To 
address this issue, we started the development of a Surface 
Acoustic Wave device functionalized with metal-organic 
framework for the selective detection of carbon dioxide. Here, 
we propose preliminary results on the influence of the size of 
the metal-organic framework crystals on the sensor’s 
selectivity and on its evolution with the ageing of the sensor.  

Keywords-Carbon dioxide sensor; SAW device; metal-
organique framework. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Road traffic considerably contributes to the exposure of 
human to air pollutants like carbon dioxide (CO2). In traffic 
environments, the concentrations of traffic related pollutants 
are higher than in other environments and a considerable 
amount of time, on average from 4 % to 8 % of total hours of 
the day, is spent in traffic in developed countries. This points 
to the need for an air quality monitoring system in vehicle 
cabins, especially for CO2. Here we propose preliminary 
results on a Surface acoustic Wave (SAW) based sensor for 
the selective detection of CO2. In this work, we focus on the 
influence of the size of the ZnTACN Metal-Organic 
Framework (MOF) crystals used for the functionalization of 
its surface on the selectivity toward interferent such as 
carbon monoxide (CO) et oxygen (O2). The evolution of the 
calculated selectivity with the ageing of the sensor is also 
discussed. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

We have developed a CO2 sensor based on the potential 
of Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) to probe mass variations 
[1] in CO2 sensitive porous material. We used Love wave 
based SAW delay line built on a temperature compensated 
substrate of (YXlt)/36°/90° quartz. IDTs were made of 
aluminum and shaped by mean of a lift-off technique using 
negative photoresist. In order to allow the Love-mode 
acoustic wave to propagate at the surface of the device, a 
silica guiding layer was deposited on the top of the chip. We 
have selected a delay line configuration shown in Fig. 1 for 
the sensors because of the large functionalization area that it 
offers. Also, the robustness of such a device allows for the 

deposition of a sensitive layer compatible with its normal 
operating conditions [2, 3]. 

 

 
Figure 1. SAW device used for the manufacturing of the CO2 sensors. 

The SAW device was than functionalized with metal-
organic framework to reach sensitivity toward CO2. The 
ZnTACN MOF represented in Fig. 2 was selected because of 
its high affinity with this gas described in the literature [4].  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. ZnTACN metal-organic framework (b) obtained by self assembly 
of TACN ligand (a) and zinc. 

Depending on the scale of the synthesis, the crystals had 
sizes between 1 µm and 40 µm. The characteristic trigonal 
prismatic-like morphology with curved edges of the 
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ZnTACN MOF was observed by SEM assessing the proper 
synthesis and the functionalization of the surface (Fig. 3). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. SEM images of the ZnTACN MOF with crystal size between 1.3 
µm (a) and 40 µm (b). 

 

 
Figure 4. SEM Adsorption–desorption isotherms for ZnTACN MOF at 298 

K with CO2 (ads: ■, des: □), CH2 (○), CO (●), N2 (◆), and O2 (▲).  

 
The CO2, CO, CH4, O2 and N2 adsorption isotherms at 

298 K are illustrated in Fig. 4. The thin solid lines are related 

to the calculated dual-site Langmuir isotherm model for CO2 
and single-site Langmuir-type isotherms for the other gases. 
Dashed and dotted lines indicate the two contributions for 
the calculated CO2 isotherm. The large uptake of CO2 
compared to other gases, especially in the low-pressure 
range, clearly evidence the selective adsorption of CO2. 
These isotherms were obtained with MOFs whose size is 
between 10 µm and 30 µm. Five sensors were coated with 
MOF of different sizes in the range [1-40] µm. SEM 
observations of the sensor’s surface, shown on Fig. 3, were 
made to assess the presence of the MOF at the surface of the 
device and measure the crystal size. The evaluation of the 
coverage rate of the sensors was also made with a high-
resolution digital microscope 4 K Serie VHX-7000 
KEYENCE. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The sensors were exposed to CO2, CO and O2 diluted in 
pure N2. The phase decrease observed during the exposures 
were characterized by means of the derived phase at the 
beginning of the phase decrease. This derived phase is 
referred to as ’Phase Shift Velocity’ (PSV). This approach 
allows to measure gas concentration within a few tens of 
seconds [1]. The responses are normalized by the coverage 
rate of the sensor’s surface and the gas concentration. The 
measurements of the three gases are plotted against the MOF 
crystals size in Fig. 5. It shows that the sensitivity of the 
sensor to CO2 is inversely proportional to the crystal size. As 
expected from the adsorption isotherms presented in Fig. 4, 
the sensitivity to O2 is virtually null. However, we observed 
an unexpected non-zero sensitivity to CO which tends to be 
linear with the MOF crystal size.  

 

 
Figure 5. Phase shift velocity normalized by surface coverage and gas 

concentration measured under CO2, CO and O2. 

On the basis of these measurements, we estimated that 
the CO2 vs O2 selectivity is virtually infinite since there is 
no measurable signal under O2. The CO2 vs CO selectivity 
was also calculated and plotted against the MOF crystals size 
on Fig. 6. It appears that is the case of brand-new sensor, the 
CO2 vs CO selectivity is inversely proportional to the MOF 
crystal size offering a potentially infinite selectivity in the 
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submicronic range. However, in the studied range, its value 
isn’t quite as high as expected from the measurement made 
on compacted powder (Fig. 4). This will draw our attention 
and further work will be engaged to explain the difference 
in the MOF sensitivity toward CO between the case of a 
compacted powder and the case of fewer crystals deposited 
on a surface. In the case of an aged sensor exposed to 
ambient air for days, the CO2 vs CO selectivity dramatically 
decreases for small crystals. This behavior may be attributed 
to the breakdown of the zinc sites on the MOF structure 
after the exposure to ambient air. 

 

 
Figure 6. Selectivity CO2/CO versus MOF crystal size for new sensors and 

aged sensors. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we showed the capability of a SAW based 
sensor functionalized with ZnTACN metal-organic 
framework to detect carbon dioxide. Although the 
measurements that were performed on compacted MOF 
powder showed high selectivity for CO2 toward CO, we 
found a significantly lower selectivity for dispersed MOF 
crystals on the sensor’s surface. More interestingly, we 
noticed a virtually infinite selectivity toward O2 in the whole 
crystal size range and for submicronic crystals in the case of 
CO2. These observations induce us to investigate further the 
potential of the ZnTACN MOF for the development of 
selective CO2 sensor. 
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Abstract—Sensors are quite important for agricultural risk
monitoring, and the customization of a LoRa wireless network
and its use in rural applications is still a challenge. This paper
presents a data collector system based on a Wi-Fi and Lora
platform. The arrangement includes an ESP32, which is a single
2.4 GHz Wi-Fi and Bluetooth combo chip designed to operate
with ultra-low-power and based on the 40 nm technologies.
Therefore, the module allows using both protocols for Wi-Fi
and LoRa wireless networks. One of the main characteristics,
which was leveraged in this study, is its applicability for long-
range communication in rural areas with low power consumption.
During operation, the proposed receiver node is connected to
the internet, thereby enabling data storage on servers, such as
ThingSpeak, which is an Internet-of-Things analytics platform
service. The results in a controlled-environment test showed
that the connection between the station and receiver was fully
functional at a distance of 500 meters. Besides, once this ad-
vanced data collector, currently under development, is finished,
interconnection of several stations will be possible, even if they
are remotely located with respect to the receiver node.

Index Terms—Agricultural Sensors; LPWAN; LoRa; Wireless
Sensor Network

I. INTRODUCTION

Agribusiness is an important pillar of the Brazilian economy
encompassing several areas. Automation has recently gained
prominence in an area called precision and decision-making
agriculture. In this scenario, the use of intelligent Global
Positioning System (GPS) guided machines to plant, cultivate,
and harvest accurately is growing in the most advanced areas
of the country, achieving greater savings in inputs, productivity
increase, and sustainability. Thus, it has become a driving force
and an integrator within and outside the production chain.

In addition to the new technologies embedded in agricultural
machinery, the development of low-cost agrometeorological
stations and their connection by building a wireless network
of sensors has proved to be useful in the field. This is because,
based on the data generated by such equipment, computational
techniques and statistics can be applied to extract useful
information for the farmers.

In this context, the development of computational tools to
support decisions based on these data is important to reduce
risks and, consequently, losses in agricultural areas. Prelim-
inary discussions about such subject have been presented in
the regional meeting of Computer Brazilian Society [1]

Technologies to integrate microelectronics, collect and com-
pute data, and evaluate field conditions based on agrometeoro-
logical data have been developed since the advent of micropro-
cessors and advances in digital electronics [2]. More recently,
however, the Internet-of-Things (IoT) has been playing a key
role in Agriculture 4.0. Several types of sensors can be used
for continuously measuring a great amount of data, assisted
by wireless networks and cloud computing to create evaluation
models for field conditions while providing greater safety for
farmers [3].

An important application for sensors in agriculture is di-
rectly measuring soil characteristics through parameters such
as pH, nutrient content, temperature, and moisture, among
other variables of interest.

The results of soil evaluation are important for obtaining
a more precise scenario of the planting area and, therefore,
higher performance and quality. Advanced technology systems
are thus necessary for high-performance yields [4].

Based on this scenario, Figure 1 shows an adaptation of
the structure to agricultural risk models proposed by Cruvinel
and collaborators [5]. In such context, the developed method
exploits smart sensors to measure Soil Quality (SQ) indicators.

SQ is one of the factors that influence agricultural risk given
that it can influence the productivity indexes of crops [6]–[9].

In such a context, different protocols for data communi-
cation have been observed in the literature. One example is
the LoRaWAN protocol, which can enable implementation for
long-range networks, avoiding the use of conventional cellular
networks, whose coverage in Brazil in rural areas is still not
ideal.

As part of a broader project in which the development of
agricultural-risk analysis tools based on data from different
sources is being developed, this study presents a new approach
of both climatical and soil data collector system based on a
wireless network, which is intended to be one of those data-
sources for support decision making in agricultural risk [10]–
[12].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the materials and methods; Section III presents the
results and discussions; finally, conclusion and future studies
are presented in Section IV.
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Figure 1. A framework related to the use of geo-technologies and embedded support decision systems for agricultural risk management.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A hardware device based on Arduino Mega 2560 was used
to build the first version of the data collector equipment,
connecting sensors to a Heltec Wi-Fi Lora 32 [13], which
contains an ESP32 micro-controller, a Bluetooth low-energy
transmitter, a Wi-Fi transmitter, and a LoRa transmitter, in
a single board. Both boards exchange information through
their serial ports. Data were also received using a Heltec Wi-
Fi LoRa 32 module. The equipment receives, organizes, and
transmits data to a remote server using a dedicated Wi-Fi
network. In the first sensor validation stage, data from stations
were stored in ThingSpeak, an IoT platform that enables real-
time aggregation, visualization, and analysis of data flows
in the cloud. Air temperature, humidity, wind speed and
rainfall were initially monitored. Data were also inserted into a
Mosquitto, NodeRed, and Postgres-based platform, which will
be integrated in a high-performance architecture using Apache-
Spark to treat and process data through a risk calculation
algorithm [14].

Figure 2 presents the basic architecture developed for soil
quality risk analysis, in which it is possible to observe not
only the model components but also the LoRa structure and
protocol used for wireless agricultural data communication.

Figure 3 presents the developed concept: a station con-
taining microprocessors, a DS DHT22 sensor, a bascule
pluviometer [15], and an anemometer. Another Wi-Fi LoRa

module was positioned 500 meters away playing the role of a
gateway, receiving data from the station and transmitting them
to ThingSpeak through a dedicated Wi-Fi network.

The following sections describe the experimental organiza-
tion of the equipment, the hardware used for the collector sys-
tem, a brief notion about LoRa networks, and the organization
of the station firmware.

A. Area and agricultural experiment

The collector system prototype was installed inside a re-
served area of the National Precision Agriculture Reference
Laboratory (Lanapre) from the Embrapa Agricultural Instru-
mentation Center, São Carlos, Brazil, aiming to build a
database to validate risk calculation models. The agricultural
area was about 80 by 50 meters, having corn (Zea mays.)
planted throughout its extension. The area was divided into 4
plots measuring 20 meters by 50 meters each. Their soil will
receive different amounts of nitrogen; the soil and plants will
be measured over time. As presented in Figure 4(a), the first
plot did not receive nitrogen at all (0%), the second received
50% of the amount recommended in the literature, the third
received 100% of the recommended amount, and the fourth
received 200% of that amount. Soil samples were extracted in
three growth stages along the crop cycle from three depths:
0-20, 20-40, and 40-60 centimeters.
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Figure 2. Soil quality risk management based on wireless communication and embedded systems for decision support.

Figure 3. Prototype of data collector device based on Arduino Mega and Heltec automation using LoRa to transmit agrometeorological data in the field.

The collector system has obtained climate data over a
prescribed experimental period from temperature, humidity,
wind speed, and rainfall sensors to build more accurate agri-
cultural risk models. The objective was to integrate those
pieces of information into an agricultural-risk analysis model.
Figure 4(b) shows the experimental area with corn planted
according to the experiment plan. In addition to various
climate variables from the planting stage, aerial images were
extracted from drones equipped with multi-spectral cameras.
The resulting images also composed the dataset used in the
high-performance processing platform.

B. LoRa and LoRaWAN

LoRa (long-range) is a patented modulation technology for
wireless communications acquired by Semtech Corporation in
2012 [16] [17].

LoRa is a wireless solution for networks below 1 GHz. It
uses frequencies that demand no licensing, e.g., 433, 868, and
915 MHz. This type of networks is used to connect devices in
low-consumption long-range applications because it can reach
15 km in open field [18].

A remarkable advantage of LoRa is the high sensitivity
of its sensor and the great capacity of its communication
link, allowing long-range transmissions. Typical SNR levels
for spreading factors 10 and 12 when using LoRa modulation
are -20 dB and -15 dB, obtaining receiver sensitivities of -
134 dBm and -129 dBm, respectively. These values are barely
comparable to the typical sensitivity of Wi-Fi or Bluetooth
receivers, which is often in the range from -40 dBm to -

80 dBm. The main properties of LoRa modulation are 1) its
scalable bandwidth and frequency, enabling easy change from
narrowband to wideband hopping, 2) resistance to Doppler
shift, 3) relatively high immunity to fading or multi-path,
especially in dense scenarios, and 4) robustness to interference.

The LoRa specification just provides the physical layer for
radio communication. Besides, the LoRaWAN is the most
popular protocol for wide area networks and it is, funda-
mentally, a network protocol designed with a special focus
on battery-powered devices, as they are the most commonly
used devices with LoRA. Therefore, energy consumption
must be kept as low as possible. The network topology of
LoRaWAN is a star network, in which several end-devices
transmit to a given gateway. In fact, devices broadcast their
transmissions, which might be received by several gateways.
Then, backend servers, which all gateways are connected
to, make an automatic decision on which gateway manages
the received packets. Uplink transmissions are considered
predominant in LoRaWAN, and therefore have preference over
downlink connections. The protocol addresses this aspect by
defining three different classes of connected end-devices with
an incremental number of features: (1) Class-A devices, with
the basic set of features that all devices must implement; (2)
Class-B devices, with scheduled listening windows; and (3)
Class-C devices, for bi-directional communication at any time
[19]–[22]. To meet the different requirements of a wide range
of IoT applications, the LoRaWAN communication protocol
offers three class types for sending and receiving packets, as
shown in Figure 5.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Experimental area: (a) Design of the plots using an agricultural
data collector system; (b) Corn crop (Zea mays.) according to the plan.

Figure 5. LoRaWAN Classes [23].

C. Heltec Wi-Fi Lora 32 Module

The Heltec Wi-Fi LoRa 32 module presented in Figure
6 stands out for its ESP32 processor from Espressif [24]
with a 32-bit Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)
architecture, and its dual-processing ultra-low-power core.
The SX1276/SX1278 LoRa chip [25] is also attached to the
module, enabling connections using this type of network. In

addition to LoRa, the module includes Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
connections through their respective antennas. An IPEX inter-
face is available to connect an external antenna for LoRa.

An SH1.25-2 battery interface in the lower portion of the
module with an integrated lithium battery management system
allows controlling charging and discharging, protecting against
overload, and switching between USB and battery sources.
The module also has a 0.96 inch, 128 x 64, organic light-
emitting diode (OLED) display on the top for programming
and operating.

The manufacturer provides libraries for programming in the
native Arduino environment, Platformio, and Visual Code.

Figure 6. Heltec Wi-Fi 32 LoRa module pinout.

D. Structure of the collector station firmware

All sensors, the Real Time Clock DS3231, and non-volatile
memory modules were connected to Arduino Mega 2560,
while the Heltec Wi-Fi LoRa 32 module managed commu-
nication tasks. Therefore, all the data collection was pro-
grammed into Arduino’s firmware. At first, the firmware used
the interrupt ports to facilitate processing. The pluviometer
interrupts when a new pulse is detected, which occurs when its
inner recipient reaches a 0.25-mm rain volume, and moves the
weighbridge, generating a 5-V signal in port 47 of the Arduino,
which interrupts its activity to record a flag and an increment
in the number of pulses. The DS3231 was programmed to
fire once a minute in the same firmware, and all the events of
information data collection from the DHT22, anemometer, and
rainfall were coordinated by this signal, which also determined
when the information had to be packed and sent through the
serial port to the LoRa-WiFi module. The same data were
recorded into the memory card to increase safety.

The Heltec module received data through the serial port
and communicated with the receiving module, sending the
packages from Arduino. The Wi-Fi and Bluetooth networks re-
mained switched off in this module for consumption purposes.
Figure 7 presents the algorithm structure and the parallel
execution of each module.
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Figure 7. Data collection flowchart.

The receiving module was programmed to receive data
permanently, unpack the received information, check the type
of data, and transmit it to the correct ThingSpeak channel.
Subsequently, it transmitted the necessary confirmation to the
information sender station.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The corn crop (Zea mays.) is divided into two major phases:
vegetative and reproductive. Each vegetative stage is defined
according to the last fully expanded leaf or out of the cartridge.
The reproductive phases begin with mating and go on to
physiological maturation, stage where the grains have a black
layer at the insertion between the grain and the cob.

The growing stage of the maze crop, for the validation of
this development, was defined into a period of time comprised
between 60 and 65 days. Therefore, the complete monitoring
time of climate and soil variables have took from 1440 hours
to 1560 hours, since the night period also requires follow-up.

Thus, for the evaluation of the Lora wireless sensor network
in a rural environment, wireless networks based on ZigBee
(IEEE 802.15.4-based) and Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11-based) were
also tested for comparison purposes. Table I presents compar-
ative information for these wireless network modalities.

In this context, the total energy consumption in kWh and the
range distance in meters have been evaluated, as well as other
parameters of interest. Therefore, for the maize cultivation
monitoring time of 1560 hours a consumption of 0.16 kWh
was observed for the platform based on LoRa, while using
ZigBee and Wi-Fi a consumption of 0.40 kWh and 1.95 kWh
respectively were observed, i.e., based on the use of a +5Vdc
power supply for each of the technologies in order to calculate
the amount of energy consumed during the same period of
monitoring.

On the other hand, the range provided by the use of LoRa
technology was observed to be 150 times superior to ZigBee
and 60 times superior to Wi-Fi use.

The prototype was assembled using a breadboard (Figure 8)
to validate the hardware and firmware in the laboratory before
building the circuit boards and boxes for field application.
During the tests, the collecting and receiving modules were
placed 500 meters apart with a wall between them. There
was no information loss in this distance according to the data
from the memory card and the receiving log file. Eventually,
some transmission and ThingSpeak failures occurred. Code
improvements to allow resending and checking the Wi-Fi
network were proposed to reduce failures.

Figure 9 shows a section of code configuring the use of a
LoRa module in the Heltec Wi-Fi LoRa 32 board, specifically
in the data receiving module. This configuration allows data
exchange using both LoRa and Wi-Fi networks.

Table I
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TECHNOLOGIES ZIGBEE, WI-FI , AND

LORA [26]–[28]

Indicator
Wireless Network’s Technologies

ZigBee Wi-Fi LoRa

Range up to 100m up to 250m up to 15 kmAverage
Power 52 mA 251mA 20 mAConsumption
Baund up to 250 Kbps 3 Mbps up to up to 50 KbpsRate 866 Mbps

Robustness High Medium High
Network mesh start, mesh star-of-stars,
topology mesh
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Prototypes for collecting and transmitting data through a LoRa
network: (a) Network data receiver module; (b) Collector device board
installed in the field.

Figure 9. A section of the data receiving code.

Furthermore, experimental tests have allowed recording data
into ThingSpeak, which can be analyzed using its tools. The
charts in Figure 10 present an example for a period of 12
hours of data temporal series from both air humidity and

air temperature in the agricultural area. Some data correctly
transmitted using the LoRa network were not retransmitted to
ThingSpeak.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. An example for a period of 12 hours of data temporal series from
both air humidity (a), and air temperature (b) in the agricultural area. Such
data are part of the variables set data vector for the evaluation of the soil
quality analysis, which also uses the wind speed, rainfall, pH and the % of
organic matter measurements from each plot.

During operation, it was observed that some data was not
properly retransmitted. After verification, it was found the
occurrence of interruption in the use of the Wi-Fi module
due to the momentary unavailability of the Internet in the
rural area. Once that such an occurrence has been verified, the
algorithm has become reorganized for automatic reconnection
to the network, i.e., when any events of this nature occur
again. Also, energy saving concepts have been used based on
deep-sleep, controlled by the ESP32 microcontroller present
in the Heltec module, i.e., configuring the Real Time Clock
(RTC) DS3231 to signal the moments when the microcon-
troller should actually work. The current consumption for the
microcontroller‘s circuit when in deep-sleep are in the order
of 20µA [29].

The contributions of this work involve the use of a long-
range and low power consumption of agricultural data trans-
mission that is very promising and suitable for application
in the rural environment, mainly for agricultural management
based on precision agriculture, which is an approach to farm
management that uses information from sensors to ensure that
crops and soil receive exactly what they need for optimum
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health and productivity.
Besides, based on such a concept it is possible to take

into a better manner the risks that occurs in agricultural
production, and their mitigation. However, to achieve this goal,
so fundamental for production, it is necessary to monitor the
behavior of soil, climate and plant variables, their values and
ranges, as well as the dynamics for decision making in real
time.

In this study, the risk modeling has referred to the risk on
soil quality, one of the essential parts that make up the total
agricultural risk.

Likewise, to establish the soil quality risk behavior, it is
necessary to know the variability of air temperature and hu-
midity, organic matter content, pH and availability of nutrients
in the soil, among others. However, a merit function that can
integrate either a set of variables or information about their
behavior at instants of time has to be considered.

One way found to integrate the variables is the use of
their occurrence probabilities obtained from the time series
of the collected data, which are treated as random variables.
In addition, using a risk model it is possible to meet prevention
and containment strategies, so that as many scenarios as
possible help the promotion of expected result in terms of
number of tons/hectares.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this present study it has been shown the use of LoRa wire-
less network for agricultural application, i.e., related to risk
analysis. Results have shown that the whole implementations
worked satisfactorily not only at the laboratory but also during
the validation occurred in a corn’s agricultural field. In such
a context it has been observed that there are needs for some
firmware corrections and additional agricultural experiments
in order to increase system reliability to the users. Therefore,
the use of a LoRa network has been proved to be suitable for
agricultural application, with special interest for soil quality
risk analysis.

In addition, another important aspect to be observed in
these conclusions is that the development of a wireless sensor
network based on Lora made it possible to transmit long range
and operating agricultural data at low power consumption,
which is promising for decision support in the rural environ-
ment.

Likewise, the development of the wireless network based
on Lora minimized the limitations regarding the availability
of energy sources and the difficulty of accessing the internet
in rural areas, which required seeking customization for real-
time operation considering variables of climate and soil which
can bring impacts to soil quality during agricultural planting.

Future works will take into account the implementation
of pH and organic-matter embedded smart sensors, as well
as algorithms structured using Apache-Spark to operate the
model for agricultural soil quality risk analysis.
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Abstract—Traditional autonomous driving methods have relied
on multiple sensor inputs for their success in decision making.
Meanwhile, these methods require greater engineering effort as
they consist of multiple modules than end-to-end methods which
learn from data. In comparison, end-to-end methods rely on only
a single modality and lack the ability to thoroughly generalise
to new environments compared to traditional approaches. To
enhance the current state-of-the-art methods, we propose using
additional environmental information into an end-to-end learned
method by employing the Perceiver architecture. The proposed
technique aims to use more than one modality by fusing sensor
data into a learner to generalise better in urban environments.

Keywords—imitation learning; urban driving; perceiver.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rise in popularity and demand for autonomy,
research on autonomous driving has been at the forefront. The
methods from the field not only contribute to transportation
but also to the area of robotics [1]. While being vital to more
than one industry, the task of driving autonomously in urban
environments remains in the phase of research due to the
high complexity of the problem and issues it faces, such as
difficulties in generalising to unseen environments.

The current state-of-the-art autonomous driving systems are
either based on the traditional autonomous vehicle pipelines
using a modular approach where the system is divided into
modules with multiple sensors and algorithms [2] or based
on approaches that learn driving end-to-end directly from data
[3]–[5]. Modular approaches leverage the presence of multiple
sensors by fusing information to capture various characteristics
from the surrounding and have been approaching human-level
performance (e.g. Tesla Autopilot system) [6]. Meanwhile,
they suffer in terms of the engineering effort required to
tune each of the modules. In comparison, end-to-end learned
methods thrive on requiring barely any tuning but prominently
depend on a single front-facing camera for sensor input. This
trend is dominant across recent end-to-end learning techniques,
be it imitation learning or reinforcement learning, along with
the disadvantage of showing generalisation to new environ-
ments to be a complex problem.

With 2D image data being the primary modality in end-
to-end techniques [3]–[5][7], recent methods leverage con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) as a candidate learner,
which introduces a prerequisite of additional modifications to
the architecture when involving different input configurations

[8][9]. The recently proposed Perceiver architecture [10] at-
tempts on employing different input data modalities into a
single architecture. It is designed to work with arbitrary input
configurations of different modalities and to efficiently handle
high dimensional inputs. Various research results have shown
the advantage of such data fusion across systems [6][11].

Considering the limitations of the current state-of-the-art,
we make the contribution of proposing to fuse the front-facing
camera data with an additional perception stream (using a
LIDAR sensor) into a learner based on Perceiver architecture
to learn the skill of urban driving using imitation learning.
Further, we propose evaluating the learned method with the
CARLA [12] and NoCrash [13] benchmarks.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II
describes literature concerning urban driving and learning
methods in the area; section III describes the proposed ap-
proach and the incipient implementation details; section IV
concludes this idea paper.

II. RELATED WORK

End-to-end urban driving methods, be it based on imitation
learning or reinforcement learning, have been relying on 2D
images for making driving decisions, which can be mainly
due to the rich data images provide [6]. Conditional affordance
learning [14] is a recent method which predicts the affordances
with the use of a CNN from images on a vehicle and learns
to drive with the use of imitation learning. Methods such
as affordance based reinforcement learning [3] and implicit
affordances learning [5], attempt to do a similar job but use
reinforcement learning as the learning method. Learning by
cheating method [4] uses a CNN to project feature maps from
which it learns to drive using imitation learning. However, the
hardware used on vehicles is capable of having more than
one sensor to provide rich data. There are also methods which
use some speed measurement along with image data [7][13].
Though this data might not be rich and it is integrated by the
method of concatenation, the technique may not promise to
utilise the data in the selected deep learning architecture.

The Perceiver architecture is capable of working with ar-
bitrary configurations of inputs by using multiple transformer
units. Also, Perceiver’s inputs can be from different modal-
ities, and the architecture does not require modifications, as
opposed to CNNs, which require architectural adjustments.
The architecture proves to be capable of dealing with large
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed method.

size and multimodal data format at once, and hence shows the
capacity to be suitable to deal with images along with LIDAR
data.

Reinforcement learning methods applied to the problem of
driving in urban areas are quite a recent success and have
only displayed results in simulated environments [3][5]. This
leaves out a question if it is possible to hold up the skill level
when deployed in the real world. In contrast, imitation learning
methods have a long history of being applied in real world
environments [7][15][16]. This motivates us to lean towards
imitation learning rather than reinforcement learning.

III. METHOD AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Approach
Our approach is to learn the skill of urban driving through

observing two sensors in order to take advantage of data
fusion, as shown in Figure 1. We plan to do so with the
Perceiver architecture instead of a CNN, as the Perceiver
architecture does not need any modifications to integrate
multiple modalities into a single learner. For input sensors, we
initially plan the use of a camera and a LIDAR sensor as such
sensors show the capability of capturing rich environmental
information and are widely used in autonomous navigation
research.

B. Environment and Benchmarks
For the environment, we choose the CARLA simulator[12]

over other possible options as it makes it simpler to compare
results to the state-of-the-art methods since the widely used
benchmarks in the area of urban driving research, i.e. NoCrash
and CARLA benchmarks, rely on this simulation environment.
And hence we plan to use the mentioned benchmarks to
compare our results.

C. Implementation plan
We aim to train a neural network with the architecture

of a Perceiver to classify sensor inputs into discrete control
commands. For which, we plan to collect data from the
selected two sensors along with corresponding control com-
mands to fully capture expert demonstrations. Additionally,
during optimisation of the learner, we plan to use augmentation
methods which randomly distort sensor data from either of the
sensors or possibly both sensors to an extent, to help with
regularisation across modalities. Furthermore, if necessary,
additional data can be collected using the DAgger algorithm
[17].

This methods and experiments plan is empirically bound to
changes and improvements as the proposed method is in an
incipient stage.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our work proposes a step towards utilising multiple modal-
ities in imitation learning for urban driving methods. The idea
of fusing sensory information could exploit the complementary
characteristics of each sensor involved. Moreover, in situations
where one of the sensors might be blinded, another one can
assist in decision making and hence improving the overall
performance.
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Abstract—Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) motors are specific
piezoelectric motors that use traveling waves instead of the
stator’s natural vibration. Despite their promising potential
due to their high blocking forces, high positioning accuracy
and simple design, practical applications of these novel motors
are still missing. Hence, we present guidelines for designing
such an SAW motor. By focusing on a non-piezoelectric stator
material, a wide range of stator materials can potentially be used.
First, we introduce the structure of a Finite Element Method
(FEM) analysis, which allows for the application and design of
piezoelectric units. Furthermore, a numerical motor model is
described, which calculates characteristics of such a motor. The
focus is on expansions, considering the dynamic losses of the
motor, as well as roughness and flatness of its contact surfaces.
Our findings allow the design and improvement of SAW motors
with non-piezoelectric stator material, thus contributing to their
first practical application.

Index Terms—piezoelectric motor, ultrasonic motor, SAW mo-
tor, Rayleigh waves, PZT

I. INTRODUCTION

The availability of increasingly favorable and more compact
control technologies allows the use of actuators with complex
controls and the numerous use of small drives in general.
Thus, there is – aside from a more frequented use of electronic
commutated electromagnetic motors – a wide range of novel
piezoelectric motors presented in the literature [1]–[5]. A
special type of piezoelectric motor is the Surface Acoustic
Wave (SAW) motor, which uses traveling waves instead of
the stator’s natural vibration [6]. Due to the high operation
frequency it yields a very high power density and allows for
powerful miniaturized linear motors. The latter are used for
mirror adjusters in industrial sector or autofocus functionality
in consumer lenses. When the SAW travels over the stator’s
surface, each point of the surface oscillates elliptically. Ac-
cording to Fig. 1, this behavior allows for a relative motion
between the stator and the slider, which is pressed onto the
stator. Cylindrical projections on the slider‘s contact surface
increase the contact pressure to remove air between stator
and slider. The stator is made from LiNbO3. Hence, SAW
can easily be generated by Inter-Digital Transducers (IDT).
However, designers are restricted to a relatively expensive
brittle single crystal with this setup. In contrast, an SAW motor
with non-piezoelectric stator material allows for a wide range
of stator materials. Previously, we built an SAW motor with a
3 mm thick stator made from steel type 1.4016 and presented

SAW

Fig. 1. Functional principle of a SAW motor: SAW travels on stator (orange)
and causes a relative motion of the slider (yellow)

Movement direction of slider External force

Fig. 2. Basic construction of SAW motor with non-piezoelectric stator
material: Piezoelectric unit (orange block) generates SAW (orange arrow)
on non-piezoelectric substrate (grey); Pressed slider (yellow) moves towards
active piezoelectric unit

exemplary measurements of the motor characteristics in [7].
For SAW generation, normal polarized piezoelectric units with
a thickness of 200 µm are adhered onto the roughened non-
piezoelectric stator by epoxy resin as illustrated in Fig. 2.
These units are made from the material Sonox® P53 and
are excited by IDTs with 30 finger pairs and a doubled
finger spacing of λf = 800 µm. The silicon slider has 16 560
projections with a diameter of 22.5 µm and a similar setup
as the slider, described in [6]. The motor achieved a blocking
force of 0.19 N and an idling speed of 29 mm s−1 for a normal
frequency of 3.85 MHz and an applied voltage amplitude
of 50 V. Furthermore, we presented Finite Element Method
(FEM) models for the characterization of the piezoelectric
units [7]. A modified numerical motor model that calculates
motor characteristics starting from a given SAW based on [8]
was used for motor characterization.

Despite our aforementioned findings in [7], practical im-
plementations of these motors are still missing. Hence, the
contribution of this paper is to present verified guidelines
for designing such an SAW motor with non-piezoelectric
stator material. Section II explains necessary FEM models
and an improved numerical motor model in detail. Based
on this, Section III presents our derived guidelines, which
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Steel substrate Resin PZT

Ground electrode (not visible) Finger electrode

Fig. 3. FEM model for modal analysis of SAW generating unit on steel
substrate

allow the design and implementation of advanced motors
and thus support future applications of this new actuator
principle. Finally, Section IV summarizes the importance of
the presented guidelines for future works.

II. NUMERICAL MODELS

A. Finite element models

Our two-dimensional FEM models consider the elasticity
matrix, piezoelectric constants, permittivity and density for the
piezoelectric material. The remaining materials are defined by
Young‘s modulus, Poisson‘s ratio and density.

1) Modal analysis: According to Fig. 3, the first model
takes into account only a section with the length of one finger
spacing λf/2. With the constraint of preventing translation
in the direction of propagation at boundary, it describes a
stator and piezoelectric unit with infinite length. It can be
used for modal analyses to determine the approximate working
frequency f , which depends on the thickness of piezoelectric
unit. The element size is λf/18 × λf/18. It is important to
set the piezoelectric constants to zero, because at resonance
the power supply provides the displacement current for the
actuator.

2) Transient analysis: A second model describes the whole
piezoelectric unit, followed by a section with exposed stator
material and a section with strong damping at each side as
shown in Fig. 4. Thus, we can describe a realistic excitation
of the piezoelectric unit and study the traveling SAW. The
damped sections avoid a standing SAW due to reflections at
the edges. The element size is λf/25×λf/25 at the top surface
and increases to λf/25×λf/2.5 at the bottom due to a smaller
calculation time. The time step size is 1/40f .

For excitation of the piezoelectric unit, a sinusoidal voltage
with the amplitude Û is applied at the IDT. A displacement
due to the SAW can be observed. Furthermore, we can read
out the amplitude q̂ and phase φq of the electric charge q of
the piezoelectric unit. This allows us to determine the electric
impedance Z:

Z =
Û

2πfq̂
e−i(φq+

π
2 ). (1)

If the dielectric loss tan δ is significant, it can be considered
as follows:

Ztan δ = < (Z) + tan δ |= (Z)|+ i= (Z) . (2)

The impedance curves of the stator, presented in [7],
are shown in Fig. 5. The higher amounts of impedance at
resonances are noteworthy. The distinctive resonance of the
simulation model is based on the absence of tolerances. The

Section for damping Section for dampingSubstrate

Piezoelectric unitSection for SAW analysis

Fig. 4. Basic structure of transient FEM model
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Fig. 5. Frequency dependent simulated and measured impedances for stator
made from non-piezoelectric material; Measurement uncertainty is displayed
transparently [7]

resonance frequencies are slightly shifted due to material and
manufacturing deviations. The simulated normal displacement
of stator’s surface is 5487 pm V−1 at a frequency of 3.63 MHz.
This displacement is 17 times higher than the according
measurement, with (314± 76) pm V−1 at a frequency of
3.80 MHz [7]. The large difference can be explained by
the smaller real part of the impedance for resonance with
< (Z (3.63 MHz)) = 45.0 mΩ, according to Fig. 5, compared
to the measured resistance of < (Z (3.80 MHz)) = 3.17 Ω.
Consequently, there is a smaller difference between simulated
and measured SAW power. While the simulated efficiency is
30 %, the measurement shows an efficiency of (16.9± 9.7) %.
For calculation of efficiencies, the SAW power can be derived
from displacement equations of Rayleigh waves [9] and by the
definition of electric power:

Pel = 0.5< (Sel) = 0.5<
(
u2

Z

)
= 0.5<

(
Û2

2Z

)
. (3)

Here, Sel and u are the complex electric power and voltage,
respectively. The factor 0.5 results from the fact that two SAW
were generated by the piezoelectric unit.

B. Numerical motor model

Our numerical motor model is based on an existing model
presented in [8], which considers the contact between one
projection and the stator. This contact is described by normal
and tangential stiffnesses of the slider Ksl n and Ksl t and
the stator Kst n and Kst t, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.
The stator‘s normal and tangential displacements dst n (t) and
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Fig. 6. Contact mechanics at one projection, used for the numeric motor
model

dst t (t), respectively, are given by the SAW. Furthermore,
we can define a normal offset dsl n of the slider. We can
observe a phase with contact and a phase without contact
within one period. When there is contact, the tangential force
Fc t (t) cannot exceed the normal force Fc n (t) multiplied with
the friction coefficient. If the tangential force is smaller, we
notice sticking. If it is bigger, the force is limited and we
notice slipping. The average force over one period equals
the feed force of the considered projection. Defining a time
dependent tangential slider displacement dsl t (t), we can con-
sider different points of the motor characteristic. Considering
all projections in a line orthogonal to the direction of SAW
propagation, we can multiply the feed force by the number of
projections in a line. Furthermore, it is possible to determine
the friction power of the projection line and substract it
from the initial SAW power. The equations for Rayleigh
waves [9] allow for determining the new SAW amplitude
at the next projection line. This procedure is repeated until
all projections of the slider have been considered. Thus, the
motor model is able to calculate velocity-force-diagrams. The
input parameters are the density and elastic behavior of the
contact materials, the normal force, the friction coefficient, the
geometry and number of projections, and the frequency and
amplitude of SAW. The model shows a positive influence of a
high number of projections on the motor characteristic while
maintaining the overall contact surface [14]. Furthermore, high
friction coefficients and Young’s moduli improve the motor’s
behavior.

This initial model uses an effective factor of 0.6. This
means, in one direction only 60 % of the projections will
contact the stator. Considering both directions, only 36 % of
all projections will be used. A logical explanation for that
factor would be the roughness and flatness of stator and slider.
However, in this case the factor should be dependent on
the pressing force. As roughness and flatness are important
parameters for motors with a polycrystalline stator, the motor
model was expanded by a realistic definition of the effective
factor in [7]. If the slider is placed over the stator without con-
tacting it, we could determine a distance for each projection
towards the stator. Shifting the slider towards the stator, we
observe a contact force when the first projection is contacted.
Progressively more projections get in contact and their contact
forces will be added up. For a large amount of projections and

normal distributed projection distances, the total contact force
can be described as follows:

FN = nprKov n

∫ dsl n

−∞
N (dn, Ra) ddn (4)

where npr is the number of all slider’s projections and Kov n

is the combined normal stiffness of slider and stator for one
projection. The value N (dn, Ra) is the cumulative distribution
function of the distances, dn the current displacement of the
slider, Ra the average roughness value and dsl n the slider
displacement for the sought contact force. Therefore, the motor
model integrates iteratively until the sought force is reached.
Then the roughness dependent effective factor is given by:

ηro =
√
N (dsl n, Ra). (5)

Often the flatness can be described by a spherical shape, where
the corresponding distances are not normally distributed. In
this case, we can determine the amount of contacted projec-
tions by Hertzian contact theory. For a given sphere radius
Rsp, the contact radius Rc can be calculated as follows [10]:

Rc =
3

√
3FNRsp

4D?
, (6)

with
1

D?
=

1− ν2st
Dst

+
1− ν2sl
Dsl

.

Here, Dsl and Dst are the Young’s moduli of the slider and the
stator, respectively, and νsl and νst are the Poisson’s ratios of
the slider and the stator, respectively. Using this contact radius,
the flatness effective factor can be determined as follows:

ηfl =

√
πR2

c

b2sl
=

√
π

bsl

3

√
3FNRsp

4D?
(7)

where bsl is the edge length of the quadratic slider. Finally,
the overall effective factor is given by:

η = ηro · ηfl. (8)

Fig. 7 shows calculated motor characteristics for several
spherical elevations and roughnesses for the mentioned SAW
motor with non-piezoelectric stator material, a normal SAW
amplitude of 3 nm at the surface, and an overall contact force
of 4 N. We can see that the flatness of 33 nm for the slider
length of 4 mm, which is feasible by lapping, is uncritical.
However, we observe that the attainable roughness of 4.4 nm
on the used steel downgrades the motor characteristic.

In addition, we expand the existing motor model by con-
sidering dynamic losses. Discrete Fourier transform allows to
calculate the power of a bandlimited signal [11]. Thus, the
periodic contact force curves can be decompositioned into
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Fig. 7. Motor characteristics by motor model depending on varying spherical
elevations p and average roughness values Ra; Motor as described in [7] with
a normal SAW amplitude of 3 nm at the surface and an overall contact force
of 4 N

harmonic forces Ff by discrete Fourier transform of O-th
order [12]:

Ff =g0 +

O∑
j=1

(gj cos 2πfjt+ oj sin 2πfjt) ,

with gj =
2 sin πj

np

πj

np−1∑
m=0

(
Fm cos

2πjm

np

)

and oj =
2 sin πj

np

πj

np−1∑
m=0

(
Fm sin

2πjm

np

)
(9)

where gj and oj are the j-th Fourier coefficients for even and
odd functions, respectively. The value Fm is the force at the
discrete point m and np is the number of discrete points for
one period. For normal and tangential harmonic excitations
of circular regions on an elastic half space the mechanical
impedances ZM n and ZM t, respectively, can be described as
follows [13]:

ZM n =
4µRp

2πf (1− ν)

(
Bn 2 1ξ +Bn 2 2ξ

3 + i
(
Bt 1 1ξ

2 − 1
))

,

ZM t =
4µRp

2πf
(
1− ν

2

) (Bt 2 1 −Bt 2 2ξ
3 + i

(
Bt 1 1ξ

2 − 1
))

with ξ =
2πfRp
cT

< 0.7.

(10)

Here, µ is the second Lamé constant, Rp is the projection
radius and Bn j m and Bt j m are numerically determined
coefficients for normal and tangential direction, respectively.
The value cT describes the transversal wave velocity. For
a mechanical impedance, the dynamic power loss can be
determined as follows:

Pd = <

(
F̂j

2

2ZM

)
. (11)
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Fig. 8. Calculated effective power Pe, friction losses Pf , dynamic losses
Pd and remaining SAW power PSAW behind the slider for a SAW motor
as described in [14]; Total contact force FN = 80 N; Assumed roughness
Ra = 1 nm due to used thin-film technology
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Fig. 9. Measured and simulated characteristic of SAW motor with non-
piezoelectric stator material

The dynamic loss of one projection is the sum of normal and
tangential dynamic power losses of all j terms, corresponding
to the Fourier polynominal. Fig. 8 shows the power compo-
nents, calculated with this expanded motor model belonging to
the SAW motor presented in [14]. It is obvious that dynamic
losses cannot be neglected for high contact forces.

The comparison of measured motor parameters with calcu-
lated motor characteristics in Fig. 9 reveals a clear deviation
between numerical model and manufactured motor. Analyzing
the measured normal displacements on the manufactured sta-
tor, according to Fig. 10, suggests a moderate SAW quality.
A high standing wave ratio close to the piezoelectric unit
indicates parasitic bulk waves, emitted from the piezoelectric
unit and reflected at the ground. Noticeable amplitude variation
suggests inhomogenities of the stator. Roughness can be elim-
inated as an explanatory factor. However, the steel plate was
heated and cooled down slowly to release material tensions
and allow a high quality of flatness by lapping. This affects
grain sizes in the scale of SAW wavelength and can cause
the observed SAW quality issues [15]. Bulk waves can be
reduced by a higher number of finger electrodes. Different
manufacturing technologies or even other steel grades will
decrease the grain size. We assume that both improvements
will significantly reduce the gap between measurements and
simulation.
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Fig. 11. Proposed procedure for designing SAW motors with steel stator

III. GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING

This section presents the working steps to design and
manufacture an SAW motor with non-piezoelectric stator
material based on specified characteristics. These guidelines
are the result of experiences we gathered by developing,
manufacturing and testing the SAW motor. They are limited
to motors with a PZT unit adhered on metallic substrate and a
slider made from silicon. Refeeding of remaining SAW power
is not considered. Our presented procedure is also visualized
in Fig. 11.

1 Determination of target values
• Motor characteristics: Define blocking force and idling

speed.
• Motor dimensions: The width of the motor is propor-

tional to motor power by constant SAW amplitude. The
length of the motor results from travel range and the

dimensions of piezoelectric units and dampers.
2 Dimensioning
• Dimensioning by motor model:

– Operating frequency: Higher operating frequencies
result in higher idling speeds and lower blocking
forces.

– SAW amplitude and contact force: Here an opti-
mization process is needed. The main target is to
reach specified motor characteristic. The secondary
target is to minimize the SAW amplitude for a
higher efficiency.

– Geometry and distance of projections: Projection
diameters of about 20 µm and projection spacings
of about 40 µm have been found as ideal structuring
geometry in [16]. In addition, the efficiency of ex-
traordinary motor characteristics can be optimized
by varying that geometry.

• PZT thickness determined by modal analysis: Specify
finger spacing by operating frequency and SAW speed.
Vary thickness of PZT to reach targeted frequency for
the first symmetric Sezawa mode.

• Dimensioning stator by transient FEM model:
– Correction of PZT thickness and finger spacing:

Vary parameters within an optimization to maxi-
mize the SAW displacement per voltage and the
efficiency.

– Fitting number of fingers: Vary this parameter to
reach the relative SAW displacement, while re-
specting dielectric strength, tensile strengths and
depolarization. As we observed a much higher
relative SAW amplitude in simulation related to
measurements, we recommend a safety of 30 for
depolarization.

3 Manufacture
• Slider: Thin-layer technology is to be used without any

special features.
• Stator:

– Metal plate: Thickness must be more than triple
wavelength. Lap and polish the stress-relieved
plate. Roughen the bonding surface.

– Piezoelectric unit: Saw out the PZT plate. Sputter a
ground electrode on one side. Apply IDT by thick
film technology on the other side. Both electrodes
are made from gold.

– Adhesive bonding: Ensure an electric contact be-
tween ground electrode and metal plate for later
polarization. Furthermore, a mechanical wide-area
contact with thin adhesive layer thickness is needed
for a good transmission.

– Polarizing: For normal polarization with
2 MV m−1, conductive silver lacquer must
be applied on the top surface and removed
afterwards. Correct application and removing can
be checked by resistance measurements.
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– Applying dampers: Apply viscoelastic material be-
hind the piezoelectric units over a distance of ten
wavelengths.

• Matching: Build up an impedance matching consider-
ing the measured stator impedance at operation fre-
quency.

4 Checking motor characteristic
• Test setup: Connect stator with impedance matching,

amplifier and waveform generator. Stator voltage can
be checked directly by oscilloscope. Clean contact sur-
faces. Attach slider and magnets with iron counterplate
carefully onto the stator.

• Control: Depending on input power drive the motor
only in burst mode with sinusoidal excitation.

• Measurement: Measure idling speed by laser triangu-
lation sensor and blocking force by force measuring
device with force transducer crossing the travel path.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented detailed guidelines for designing a novel
type of SAW motor with non-piezoelectric stator material. Re-
quired numeric models are extensively described and discussed
as well. With this, we enable manufacturing and further inves-
tigations into this motor type to improve its characteristics. We
are optimistic that these improvements lead to compact linear
motors with a high positioning accuracy, high power density
and, moreover, an inexpensive manufacturing. The presented
models and resulting verified guidelines should contribute to
a market launch of SAW motors that will support the growing
demand for compact linear actuators.
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Abstract— This contribution presents a novel all-dielectric, all-

optical microfluidic flow sensor based on thermal time con-

stant measurement. The proposed sensor utilizes a single opti-

cal fiber positioned perpendicular to the flow in a glass capil-

lary. A Vanadium-Doped Fiber was utilized, in combination 

with Fiber Bragg grating to measure the thermal time con-

stant of the fiber. The fiber was heated periodically with a la-

ser source. The temperature change of the fiber was observed, 

and the system's thermal time constant calculated simultane-

ously. The thermal time constant of the system correlates di-

rectly with the flow of the fluid. When the fiber was placed in 

a glass capillary with an inner diameter of 650 µm, flow rate 

measurement in the range from 0 ml/h to 300 ml/h was achiev-

able. Furthermore, as shown in this contribution, the sensor 

was not sensitive to losses in the lead-in optical fiber or optical 

source power fluctuations, which is rarely the case with optical 

fiber sensors utilizing an optical fiber heater. 

Keywords—optical fiber sensor; thermal time constant; flow 

measurement. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Flow rate measurement is an essential procedure in a va-

riety of applications. Ranging from the process, biomedical, 

microfluidic, petrochemical, and other industries, various 

principles have been employed; some have been tailored 

specifically for a given metering application. Conventional 

mechanical principles are well proven, and used in many 

industrial applications; however, they lack the potential for 

miniaturization. Therefore, a variety of thermal principles 

have been developed in the past which enable miniaturiza-

tion. The majority of the anemometric or calorimetric sen-

sors depend on electrical heating and sensing, which disa-

bles the application of such systems in electromagnetically 

polluted areas, at high temperatures and/or chemically ag-

gressive environments. Many researchers have recently 

proposed using optical fiber setups for thermal flow meter-

ing, using various principles[1]–[12]. Cobalt or Vanadium-

Doped Fibers (VDF) have been used [1]–[9][11][12] in cal-

orimetric or anemometric setups because their use enables 

fast and controllable heating. Cobalt or vanadium doped fi-

bers act as a heater. A standard pump diode is usually used 

as a photon supply for the Vanadium and Cobalt doped fi-

bers, absorbing the light and transforming it to heat. How-

ever, anemometric and calorimetric principles are very sen-

sitive to changes in the heating power delivered to the fiber, 

which is an issue that many optical fiber sensors cannot mit-

igate. Losses in connectors, fibers, and fluctuations of the 

source's optical output power are difficult to control, and 

usually demand complex and expensive compensation sys-

tems, making them non-competitive on the market. Mat-

jasec and Donlagic[13] have shown that this issue can be 

avoided if the appropriate control technique is used in a 

thermal conductivity measurement setup. Instead of a con-

stant power or constant temperature approach, a sinusoi-

dally modulated heating source was employed, which over-

came unavoidable fluctuations of heating power. Measure-

ment of thermal time constant was used in their case to de-

termine the thermal conductivity of the measured liquid. In 

this paper, this principle has been extended to measure flow 

rate. Measured thermal time constant is highly dependent 

on the flow velocity of the liquid surrounding the sensor, as 

is shown in the following sections.  

One of the possible approaches that could mitigate the 

drawbacks mentioned above and simultaneously offer a re-

liable and straightforward design capable of flow measure-

ment could be via the measurement of thermal time constant 

of a structure submerged in a flow. In this principle a time 

varying heat source is submerged in the fluids flow and 

thermal time constant is measured. Nusselt number (ratio of 

convective heat transfer and conductive heat transfer) in-

creases with the increase of flow velocity around the sensor 

due to forced convection introduced with the flow. Such a 

system also enables implementation in a microfluidic envi-

ronment if optical fiber technology is applied to measure the 

thermal constant. Simultaneously, optical fiber technology 

enables the use of the proposed measurement system in ar-

eas that present an unavoidable obstacle for classic electri-

cal sensors, such as high temperatures, chemically harsh, 

or/and radiation polluted environments. Furthermore, sim-

ple construction and low-cost optical fibers enable the use 

of the proposed system in various applications, especially 

for lab-on-a-chip applications, where flow measurement is 

needed during the operation, and later the chip is discarded.  

In this paper, we present an all silica, all-optical, all-di-

electric, microfluidic flow sensor based on thermal time 

constant measurement. The proposed sensor cultivates prin-
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ciples from two sensors previously designed by our re-

search group[10][13]. The proposed sensor is based on a 

single Vanadium-Doped Fiber with inscribed Fiber Bragg 

grating (FBG), which acts as a dynamic temperature sensor. 

FBG is a periodic change of the refractive index in the fiber 

core, which generates a wavelength specific dielectric mir-

ror. With temperature increase of the FBG, the reflected 

wavelength increases accordingly. This setup enables meas-

urement of the heat discharge from the heated surface, 

which correlates with the velocity of the fluid. The proposed 

sensor is highly insensitive to the variations or the changes 

of the heating power, which is rarely the case with other 

flow sensors based on thermal principles. Moreover, due to 

its all-silica design, it possesses all the advantages of optical 

fiber sensors, for example, application in electromagneti-

cally polluted areas, in high temperatures or chemically 

harsh environments. The remainder of the paper is organ-

ised as follows. Section 2 presents sensor’s design; Section 

3 presents the manufacturing method and experimental 

setup for the measurements. Section 4 presents the Results. 

Conclusions are made in the last, Section 5. 

II. SENSOR DESIGN 

The presented sensor is a redesign from the previous 
work of Matjasec and Donlagic[13]. Their sensor is rede-
signed to employ FBG instead of the Fabry-Perot sensing 
cavity. Redesign allows the sensor to be shorter and inserted 
in a capillary with an inner diameter of 650 µm. It also en-
ables the use of commercially available high-speed FBG in-
terrogators. 

The addition of small amounts of Vanadium to the core 
of silica optical fibers has been found to increase absorption 
of light with wavelengths lower than 1000 nm [14][15]. The 
VDF was initially drawn to 125 µm diameter with a  core 
diameter of about 9 µm. A Medium Power Laser Di-
ode(MPLD) was used, with a central wavelength of 980 nm. 
Such diodes are usually used as pumping sources for Er-
bium fiber amplifiers. MPLD is modulated sinusoidally, 
which causes the VDF to heat up and cool down in the fluid 
flow. To decrease the natural time constant of the system, 
the sensing fiber was etched to a diameter of 35 µm. This 
also decreases the drag in the channel, which correlates with 

fluid velocity. The sensing fiber was positioned perpendic-
ularly to the flow direction, in the middle of the flow chan-
nel. The sensor assembly is shown in Fig. 1, and the manu-
factured sensor is shown in Fig. 2. 

The heating segment was a 250 µm long piece posi-

tioned in the middle of the flow channel. It was spliced to 

an HI 1060 fiber which served as the lead-in fiber. The Va-

nadium-Doped Fiber was custom made and is described in 

[16]. The fiber used in this work can be found as fiber 3 in 

Table 2 of [16]. The fiber's initial diameter was 125 µm with 

a core diameter of 9 µm, which was later etched as de-

scribed further below. The Fiber Bragg Grating was in-

scribed in the section of the VDF which enabled thermal 

time constant measurement. The proposed sensor was posi-

tioned in a glass capillary with an inner diameter of 650 µm 

and an outer diameter of 1000 µm. 

 

III. MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE AND EXPERIMETNAL 

SETUP 

The manufacturing process of the sensing fiber consisted 
of a simple cleave and splice sequence. As shown in Fig. 3a, 
a cleaved piece of VDF was spliced to the lead-in single 
mode HI-1060 fiber. This was accomplished in a standard 
arc fusion splicer. The VDF was then cleaved at the length 
of 250 µm from the splice, under an optical microscope to 
ensure the correct length of the VDF. The remaining fiber 
was spliced to the lead-out coreless fiber, as seen in Fig. 3b, 
which was cleaved at a length about 1 mm away from the 
VDF. The FBG was inscribed using a femtosecond laser and 
positioning system as shown in Fig. 3c. The desired length, 
reflectivity, and Bragg wavelength of the FBG can be se-
lected with such a system. With a desired length of 250 µm, 
we  achieved reflectivity of about 10% at Bragg wavelength 
1543 nm. The sensing fiber was then etched in a 40% HF 
solution for about 50 minutes to decrease its diameter from 
125 µm to about 35 µm, as shown in Fig. 3d. Fiber diameter 
reduction shortens the thermal response time and, conse-
quently, enables the use of higher modulation frequencies. 
The same femtosecond laser system was used to drill holes 
with diameter of about 45 µm in the glass capillary, which 

Figure 1.  Schematic view of the proposed sensor 

Figure 2.  Photograph of the manufactured sensor 
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served as a flow channel (Fig. 3e). Drilled holes were over-
sized to enable easier insertion of the etched fiber. High laser 
power was used to ablate the material. Lastly, the fiber was 
inserted into the capillary by hand, under an optical micro-
scope. To determine the axial position of the FBG in the fi-
ber, a red laser pointer was coupled in the fiber produced by 
the above-mentioned method, and the position of the FBG 
was clearly visible with the eye due to diffraction of the red 
light on imperfections caused by the manufacturing method. 
This supported flawless positioning of the sensing fiber in 
the middle of the flow channel. High viscosity 2-component 
epoxy glue was used to seal off the holes in the capillary. A 
fully assembled sensor is depicted in Fig. 2 under an optical 
microscope. 
 

 

 

Two interconnected subsystems were used for ther-
mal time constant measurement: A heating power delivery 
subsystem and dynamic temperature measurement and pro-
cessing subsystem. Both subsystems are depicted in Fig. 4. 
The  heating power delivery subsystem consisted of a me-
dium power laser diode (MPLD) with central wavelength of 
980 nm, which was connected to an appropriate driver. The 
driver was controlled with a programmable sine function 
generator. The programmable sine generator enabled control 
over the frequency and amplitude of the modulation. The dy-
namic temperature measurement subsystem consisted of a 
high speed FBG interrogator (FAZ I4E). The Bragg wave-
length data were transferred in real time to a PC using Lab-
VIEW. The sensing fiber was connected to both subsystems 
with a Wavelength Division Multiplexer (WDM), which en-
ables coupling of the light from the MPLD and FBG inter-
rogator. 

 

IV. SENSOR OPERATION AND THEROY 

Two principles could be used to measure flow rate with 

the presented setup: a) Measurement of the total/accumula-

tive change of the heated object's temperature due to the ap-

plication of the known heating power, and b) Measurement 

of the thermal time constant of the heated object. While the 

first approach offers more simple interrogation software, it 

requires that the delivered heating power is known and con-

stant. This is a drawback of many optical fiber sensors, be-

cause losses in the optical systems are unpredictable and are 

hard to evaluate. Therefore, we  decided to employ the sec-

ond technique, where the thermal time constant of the 

heated fiber is measured. The MPLD was driven by a cur-

rent that was modulated with a raised sine function, which 

resulted in further raised-sine modulation of the output op-

tical power. This sine-modulated optical power was then 

delivered to the optical sensor inserted in the fluid flow. The 

VDF absorbed the optical power, which resulted in a sinus-

oidal time-dependent variolation of the VDF's temperature. 

This time-dependent temperature variation was then deter-

mined with the use of FBG and a high-speed interrogator. 

Bragg wavelength variation followed MPLD sine modula-

tion but was delayed/lagged in time to the modulation sig-

nal. A lag/phase difference Δφ between the MPLD sine 

modulation and FBG's wavelength (temperature) change 

Figure 3.  Manufacturing procedure 

Figure 4.  Interrogation setup 
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was correlated to the heated fiber's thermal time constant τ 

as: 

 

τ = -tg(Δφ) / 2πf ; -π < Δφ < π    (1) 

 

Where  𝑓 represents the frequency of the MPLD modula-

tion and 𝛥𝜑 representes the measured phase delay between 

the modulation and temperature signal. The fiber’s (sen-

sor’s) thermal time constant τ and the thermal conductivity 

𝑘𝑓 are related through the following expression [16]: 

 

τ = ps cs b2 / kf Nu        (2) 

 

where ps represents silica specific density, cs silica specific 

heat, b fiber radius and Nu the Nusselt number. Silica spe-

cific density, silica specific heat and fiber radius were, in 

our case, constant. The Nusselt number, however, is a 

fluido-dynamic parameter, which represents the ratio be-

tween convective to conductive heat transfer at a boundary 

in a fluid. We can conclude that, when the flow rate around 

the sensor increases, the Nusselt number increases accord-

ingly, due to forced convection, consequently changing the 

thermal time constant. 
 

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

The proposed and experimentally produced sensor was 

configured and tested in a liquid flow control system. We 

used a calibrated syringe pump, which provided the possi-

bility to set abslotue flow rates over a broad range of flow 

rate values. Connections between the syringe, sensor and 

waste beaker were made with silicone tubing with an inner 

diameter of 1mm. In the first set of experiments the sensor`s 

response for flow ranging from 0 to 300 ml/h is shown. Iso-

propyl alcohol was used for all experiments. The heating 

peak-to-peak power amplitude corresponded to 34 mW, and 

the frequency was set to 20 Hz. This frequency was selected 

because the sensor`s natural time constant (no-flow condi-

tion) corresponded to around 5 ms. To establish a continu-

ous flow rate measurement through the sensor, the phase 

difference between the FBG’s temperature signals and 

modulation signal was measured continuously over time. 

This was accomplished by performing a Fast Fourier Trans-

formation (FFT) continuously on the FBG temperature ver-

sus time and heating power versus time signals acquired 

within 1 s long time intervals. The phase difference between 

both signals was then obtained by subtracting the phases of 

the components in the FFT that correspond to the excitation 

frequency. This provided a robust and noise-tolerant calcu-

lation of the phase difference between both signals. The 

phase difference between both signals was converted to a 

time constant, using Eq.1. An example of measured time 

constant versus flow rate, using IPA and the above-men-

tioned excitation parameters, is shown in Fig. 5. for the flow 

rate between 0 and 300 ml/h.  

Figure 5. Graph of measured time constants versus given flow rates 
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As seen in Fig. 5, the flow rate and measured thermal time 

constant are proportionally inverse, as predicted by 

Equation 2. 

Most thermo-optic fiber-based flow sensors 

reported in the literature [1][4][5][12][17] assume that 

the delivered heating optical power is known and 

constant. Deviation from this assumption usually 

translates directly into the increased measurement 

uncertainty. The proposed sensor is, however, due to the 

application of the thermal time constant measurment 

principle, highly tolerant to the variations in delivered 

heating power, as demonstrated by Fig. 6. Figure 6 shows 

the experiment where the flow rate was measured at three 

substantially different amplitudes of sinusoidal 

modulation optical power. The results in Fig. 6 

demonstrate that there is no correlation between total 

delivered optical power to the Vanadium-Doped Fiber 

and the measured thermal time constant. However, it 

should also be stressed that, at lower flow velocities, the 

delivered power shall be limited to prevent reaching the 

fluid’s boiling point, as this disturbs the flow and affects 

measurement. On the other hand, very low optical powers 

lead to the degradation of signal amplitude, and, thus, to 

reduced signal to noise ratio, which is reflected further in 

degradation of the measurement resolution. 

 
 Figure 6. Dependency of measured result from heating power 

 

The last set of performed experiments was de-

voted to experimental investigation of the proposed sen-

sor’s measurement resolution. The sensor`s resolution 

was demonstrated at different flows using a siphoning ef-

fect to enable a pulsation free and stable fluid flow.  

Known and predetermined amounts of liquid were added 

to the upper beaker at approximately 20 s intervals. The 

flow rate was verified using a scale by weighting the 

change of mass of the liquid in time. An example of the 

sensor`s resolution demonstration is, thus, presented in 

Figs. 7 and 8 at initial flow rates of around 25 ml/h and 

210 ml/h, respectively. 

By comparing the sensor’s output change with the 

measurement of noise levels in Figs. 7 and 8 we con-

cluded that the sensor`s resolution was about 0.81 ml/h 

for flow rates around 25 ml/h, and 3.1 ml/h for flow rates 

around 200 ml/h. Altogether, we can conclude that the 

proposed sensor’s overall resolution was 3.1ml/h for the 

flow range from 0 to 300 ml/h, which corresponded to 

about 1.03% of the full scale resolution. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

An all-fiber, all-silica microfluidic flow sensor based on 

thermal time constant measurement was presented in this 

paper. The sensor was based on a short section of Vana-

dium-Doped Fiber with inscribed Fiber Bragg Grating. The 

sensor was heated optically and periodically in time by a 

laser diode, while the temperature change was observed, 

and the phase difference calculated between the modulated 

and measured temperature signal. This phase difference 

was used to calculate the thermal time constant of the sen-

sor, which, in accord with the presented theoretical back-

ground, decreased when the flow of the fluid was intro-

duced around the sensor. The sensor was packaged in a 

glass capillary with an inner diameter of 650 µm, and tested 

for different flow rates using IPA. The proposed sensor was 

Figure 7. Demonstration of sensor resolution and time response at low 

flow rates 

Figure 8. Demonstration of sensor resolution and time response at low 

flow rates 
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simple to construct and interrogate. It offers two distinct ad-

vantages over other optical fiber flow sensors. Firstly, it's 

very simple, single fiber design offers the possibility in mi-

crofluidic applications where space is limited. Secondly, its 

immunity to varying losses in optical fibers offers the pos-

sibility to use it in rugged areas with minimal maintenance 

and human interference during its lifetime. The experi-

mental version of the sensor was demonstrated for flow rate 

measurement from 0 to 300 ml/h with a full-scale resolution 

of around 1%. All the experiments were conducted with 

IPA, and calibration of the sensor would be needed in a 

commercial application for the given fluid. However, with 

measurement of the time constant of the liquid when there 

is no flow presented in the channel, an in-situ calibration is 

possible. The sensor is sensitive to debris presented in the 

liquid, especially microfibers, which clog the flow channel 

and interfere with the time constant measurement. Moreo-

ver, any two-phase flow (gas and liquid) would also inter-

fere with the measurement and render it unreliable. The pro-

posed sensor also possesses all the advantages associated 

with fiber-optic sensors, such as, for example, dielectric and 

chemically inert design, electrical passivity, immunity to 

electromagnetic interference, small size, and biocompatibil-

ity. The proposed sensor can measure the flow velocities of 

aggressive fluids and enables use of long lead-in fibers to 

measure flow in remote locations separated from the opto-

electronic interrogation unit. Moreover, the authors believe 

that the sensor's upscaling and downscaling without degra-

dation of properties is possible. While other flow measure-

ment solutions might offer better dynamic range and reso-

lution, the proposed sensors' simple and low-cost design en-

ables use in single-use lab-on-a-chip applications and bio-

medical applications. 
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Abstract— Noble metal thin films have good optical properties 

as is required for Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) biosensors. 

The use of such films is often limited by their poor adhesion to 

glass substrates. It makes them susceptible to critical 

mechanical damage, creating a barrier for use outside 

laboratory. An intermediate adhesive layer can solve this 

problem but will affect the biosensor’s optical properties. 

Keywords-Surface Plasmon Resonance; NHA; EOT. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

   Thin films of noble metals are well known for their good 

optical properties for biosensors. Among these noble thin 

films, gold films are suffered from poor adhesion to the oxide 

glass substrates. An intermediate adhesive layer can solve 

this problem such as Titanium and Tantalum, but it will affect 

the gold thin film biosensor optical performance. Among 

different type of sacrificial layer Aluminum (Al), Titanium 

(Ti), Tantalum (Ta), Chromium (Cr), and Tungsten (W) are 

the most promising candidates for gold based Extraordinary 

Optical Transmission (EOT) applications [1] [2]. 

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

The Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensor is based on 
the interaction between light and metal nanoparticles. A 
number of numerical methods are used to solve Maxwell’s 
equations; however, a Finite Difference Time Domain 
(FDTD) method has been widely applied to study the 
interaction of an electromagnetic wave and surrounding 
medium and objects. In this study, a plane wave of linearly 
polarized light along the Y-axis (λcenter = 575 nm with λspan 
= 350 nm) which propagates along the Z-axis, was used. The 
background environment was taken as water with a refractive 
index n=1.333. A periodic Nanohole Structure (NHA) with 
hole radius of 100nm, gold film thickness of 100 nm was 
considered in this study. The effect of five different metals 
were considered as an adhesive film with different thicknesses 
in the range of 2 nm to 25nm on optical performance of a NHA 

array as a biosensor. The calculation cell was considered as 
400×400×1500 nm3, and the Periodic Boundary Condition 
(PBC) was used in the X- and Y-directions. Whilst the 
Anisotropic Perfect Matching Layer (APML) was used in the 
Z-direction as an absorbing boundary condition. The 
calculation grid resolution was as high as 1 to 3 nm in the 
calculation time was set as 200 fs. The transmission spectra 
were calculated using an X-Y monitor at 150 nm away from 
the gold NHA surface.  

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

After a series of numerical analysis by targeting different 
sacrificial layers and thicknesses, it was found that using 
chromium film has no effect on the transmission properties of 
the NHA structure, while using tungsten as a sacrificial layer 
resulted in 12% and 19% increases in the transmission 
intensity of the resonance peaks at the wavelengths of 624 nm 
and 762 nm, respectively. It was also found that by using 
tantalum and titanium sacrificial films an extra resonance pea 
was recorded at the wavelength of 720 nm with transmission 
of 18% which could be attributed to the surface plasmon 
resonance of the sacrificial layer. The sacrificial layer 
resonance wavelength of the NHA structure with titanium 
intermediate layer was recorded at the wavelength of 740 nm 
with transmission intensity of 27.5%. 

In conclusion, aluminum is a promising candidate as a 
sacrificial layer for NHA biosensors to achieve higher 
sensitivity and Figure of Merit (FOM).  More analysis on the 
effects of using aluminum as an intermediate layer is 
underway and its results will be presented in due course. 
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Figure 1.  (a) Recorded transmission spectrum for various adhesive layer materials with the same geometrical properties. (b) Lumerical FDTD simulation, 

(1) NHA structure, (2) sacrificial layer (3) substrate, (4) light source, (5) T_monitor, (6) FDTD region 
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Abstract—The use of LoRa has extended to varied applications, 

such as precision agriculture, oceanography, or Smart Cities. 

The advertised long-range coverage is one of the main claims 

of this wireless technology. However, the effective coverage of 

the more affordable Long-Range (LoRa) devices may not 

provide the connectivity that is expected. Therefore, it is 

necessary to know the effective coverage of the LoRa devices 

available in the market in order to design a LoRa network. In 

this paper, a coverage test of LoRa with low-cost electronic 

devices is performed. The tests measured the Received Signal 

Strength Indicator (RSSI) and were performed with the 433 

MHz and 868 MHz frequency bands, antennas with gains of 3 

dBi and 5dBi, and all the Spreading Factor (SF) 

configurations. The results show that bad signal quality is 

received at distances of 1 km approximately and thus, the use 

of low-cost devices for larger distances is not advised. 

Keywords- LoRa; Coverage; RSSI; Spreading Factor; Gain. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The introduction of wireless communications in varied 
scenarios, such as agriculture, oceanography, and the rise of 
Smart City solutions have led to the development of long-
range wireless technologies, such as LoRa. LoRa is the 
specification of the physical layer and determines the 
modulation of this technology. One of the key aspects of the 
LoRa modulation is the Spreading Factor (SF), which 
indicates that the signal encompasses a bigger range of 
frequencies [1]. The main LoRa frequencies are 433 MHz, 
868 MHz, and 915 MHz, which should be utilized according 
to the regulations of the location where the LoRa devices are 
deployed. On the other hand, the Medium Access Control 
(MAC) is specified by the Low Power Wide Area Network 
(LoRaWAN) protocol [2]. The nodes communicate with the 
gateway by forming a star topology. There can be multiple 
gateways to receive the data. Furthermore, three different 
device classes with variations in the amount of idle and on 
time are contemplated. However, as different technological 
solutions have different needs, new protocols and 
architectures for LoRa wireless communications have been 
designed [3]. These type of solutions substitutes LoRaWAN 
with the proposed protocols. 

The use of LoRa has been contemplated for the detection 
of forest fires with systems that display the current data 
forwarded by the deployed nodes through a webpage [4]. 
The use of LoRa networks with multiple hops for Precision 
Agriculture (PA) is contemplated as well [3]. Monitoring 
infrastructures, such as a medieval aqueduct is also possible 
with multi-hop LoRa networks [5].  Furthermore, deploying 
LoRa sensing buoys [6] allows monitoring the state of the 
seas and transmitting the data to devices located at far 
distances, such as on-land stations. In order to design a 
deployment strategy for the aforementioned scenarios, 
aspects, such as coverage or energy consumption must be 
considered. However, the advertised transmission distances 
and energy consumption may not be the effective values 
reached by LoRa devices. 

The official site of The Things Network advertises record 
LoRaWAN distances of 832 km [7]. Although this distance 
is obtained for specific LoRa settings, the advertised LoRa 
maximum distance is up to 15 km in line-of-sight 
deployments and up to 5 km in urban environments [1]. A 
few studies have been performed to determine the coverage 
of LoRa devices in different environments, such as urban 
areas with varied densities [8-10]. Some of them obtained 
results of 10 km for line-of-sight [9] or 8 km with a high 
Packet Loss Ratio [10]. However, these studies either do not 
specify the height of the transmitter and receiver nodes, or 
the node is located at the top of a building. Therefore, more 
coverage tests with other deployment configurations should 
be studied. 

Another advertised aspect is its low cost. There are 
plenty of available devices in the low-cost price range. 
Furthermore, these devices are often coupled with low-cost 
antennas with low gains. Therefore, cost-effective solutions 
may obtain less coverage when utilizing LoRa. However, 
there are no studies available where low-cost devices are 
tested to determine the coverage that can be achieved with 
the use of this type of node. In this paper, the coverage of 
LoRa low-cost nodes considering different frequency bands, 
SF, and antennas. The Received Signal Strength Indicator 
(RSSI) was measured at different distances for each of the 
configurations. The tests were performed in a line-of-sight 
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deployment where the transmitter was static, and the receiver 
moved to different measuring points. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the related work. The description of the testbed is 
performed in Section 3. The results are discussed in Section 
4. Lastly, the conclusion and future work are commented in 
Section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Although more coverage studies of LoRa devices are 
necessary, there are some studies that have evaluated the 
performance of LoRa communications. Fabrizio J. Grión et 
al. performed in [8] a coverage study of LoRa networks in 
urban environments. Firstly, coverage tests were performed 
in cities with different densities of buildings so as to develop 
a model to determine the coverage of a certain area through 
simulations. The utilized frequency was 915 MHz with a 
gain of 6 dBi for the transmission antenna and 0 dBi for the 
reception antenna. Results show a good similarity between 
the tests perform in the city and the simulations. Madoune R. 
Seye et al. evaluated the coverage of LoRa performing tests 
utilizing the 868 MHz frequency band, a spreading factor of 
12, and a transmission power of 14 dBm [10]. The emitter 
was placed at the top of a building and the receiver moved to 
different zones in an 8 km radius. Furthermore, the results 
show a packet loss ratio of 13% for distances between 0 and 
2 km and up to 70% for distances between 6 and 8 km. 
Madoune R. Seye et al. also performed coverage tests in the 
Dakar peninsula to develop a path loss model for LoRa [11]. 
The tests were performed for the 868 MHz frequency band 
and a transmit power of 14 dBm. The results showed that the 
Dakar peninsula could be entirely on the area of coverage 
with a maximum acceptable RSSI of -120 dBm, which leads 
to a 40% Packet Error Rate. Moreover, if the maximum 
admissible RSSI is reduced to -110 dBm, the Packet Error 
Rate (PER) is reduced to 20% but the connectivity is not 
provided to the entire peninsula. Lastly, Jansen C. Liando et 
al. conducted varied tests to determine the performance of 
LoRa [9]. The results showed that LoRa was able to achieve 
a coverage of 10 km in line-of-sight deployments but is 
greatly affected by obstacles. Furthermore, the authors state 
that the reduced energy consumption is only achieved with 
certain parameter configurations. Lastly, the gateway was 
able to provide support to 6000 nodes with less than 70% of 
Packet Reception Ratio (PRR). 

LoRa has been compared with other wireless 
technologies as well. Mads Lauridsen et al. compared the 
coverage provided by different wireless technologies, such as 
LoRa, SigFox, General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), and 
NarrowBand-Internet of Things (NB-IoT) [12] through 
simulation experiments. The results show the best coverage 
results and Maximum Coupling Loss performance for NB-
IoT. However, LoRa and SigFox obtained link loss results 
with an average of 3dB lower values than that of NB-IoT. 
Lastly, outage probabilities lower than 5% were obtained for 
NB-IoT and SigFox. Benny Vejlgaard et al. performed a 
comparison between GPRS, SigFoz, LoRa, and NB-IoT in 
an area of 8000 km2 [13]. Both indoor and outdoor 
deployments were considered. For outdoor tests, all 

technologies obtained more than 99% of coverage. 
Furthermore, the results showed that NB-IoT was the only 
wireless technology that provided connectivity in indoor 
settings with a failure rate below 5%. SigFox obtained a 
failure rate of 12%, while LoRa and GPRS were not apt for 
indoor transmissions.  

The interference LoRa devices cause to each other in 
multi-hop network deployments was evaluated by Guibing 
Zhu et al. [14]. Both simulations and experiments with LoRa 
transceivers were performed. The results showed that the 
higher the SF, the higher the immunity to collisions for both 
transmissions with the same SF and transmissions with 
different SF. Furthermore, the authors proposed the use of 
SF-pipeline and concurrent transmission in multi-hop LoRa 
networks to allow faster packet transmissions. 

Lastly, other uses for LoRa include deploying the devices 
on drones or floating structures. Mario Marchese et al. 
presented a proposal for a LoRa Gateway on an Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) [15]. Different scenarios were 
considered, such as transmitting to a satellite through a UAV 
gateway and deploying the gateway on the base station. The 
868 MHz frequency band was considered, and Arduino 
nodes and a Raspberry Pi gateway were the selected 
electronic devices. Laboratory tests were performed to 
determine the RSSI for different densities. Furthermore, Liu 
Xia et al. presented in [6] the Oriented omnidirectional 
perceptual coverage algorithm (VFOPCA) to increase the 
coverage of LoRa sensor buoys. Simulations tests were 
performed to compare the performance of the proposed 
algorithm to the virtual force algorithm. The results showed a 
better performance of the proposed algorithm with lower 
energy consumption and higher convergence speed. 

Albeit there are some LoRa coverage tests, the available 
studies do not compare the results for different SF values, do 
not indicate the utilized devices, or use a very high 
placement of the emitter antenna. Therefore, there is a need 
for more studies to expand the knowledge on the effective 
coverage of LoRa devices. In this paper, we address this 
need by studying the signal quality of LoRa low-cost devices 
with different low-cost antennas. 

III. TESTBED DESCRIPTION 

In this section, the description of the utilized devices and 
performed tests is provided. 

The utilized devices were Heltec LoRa/WiFi 32 nodes 
[16] for both emitter and receiver (see Figure 1). These 
nodes include an Organic Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) 
display and 36 pins. 433 MHz and 868 MHz nodes were 
used to perform tests with both frequency bands. The 
characteristics of the node are presented in Table 1. 

Three different types of antennas were utilized. Two 
antennas for the 433 MHz frequency band were tested. The 
first antenna has a 3dBi gain and a Voltage Standing Wave 
Ratio (VSWR) below or equal to 1.5 (see Figure 2). Its 
working temperature range remains between -40 ºC and 85 
ºC. Lastly, it has an input impedance of 50 Ω and a 
maximum input power of 10 W. 
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TABLE I.  CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NODES. 

Tx Power 17 dB 

Frequency 433 MHz and 868 MHz 

SF 7,8,9,10,11,12 

Signal Bandwidth 125 KHz 

Coding rate 4/5 

Preamble length 8 Symbols 

Height of the antenna 1.57 m 

 
 
 

 

Figure 1.  Utilized Heltec devices. 

 
 

 

Figure 2.  433 MHz antenna with a gain of 3dBi. 

The second 433 MHz antenna has a gain of 5 dBi (see 
Figure 3). It has a Sub-Miniature A (SMA) connector, a 
VSWR ≤ 1.5, an input impedance of 50 Ω, maximum power 

of 50 W, and a working temperature range between -40 ºC 
and 60ºC. 

 
 

Figure 3.  433 MHz antenna with a gain of 5dBi. 

Lastly, the antenna for the tests performed with the 868 
MHz frequency band is presented in Figure 4. It has a gain 
of 3 dBi, a VSWR ≤ 1.5, maximum power of 10 W, and an 
input impedance of 50 Ω. 

 

Figure 4.  868 MHz antenna. 

The tests were performed on a wide street with buildings 
on one side and fields on the other side (see Figure 5). The 
satellite image of the area where the measures were taken is 
provided in Figure 6, with the street highlighted in yellow. 
The emitter was placed at the beginning of the street and the 
receiver moved to different measuring points. 
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Figure 5.  Location of the tests. 

 

Figure 6.  Satellite image of the location of the tests. 

There were no obstructions between the emitter and 
receiver nodes. The RSSI was obtained for each of the 
measuring points. Moreover, the test was repeated for each 
of the antennas and each of the SF for the corresponding 
frequency band. 

IV. RESULTS 

In this section, the results from the performed tests are 
presented. 

The results for the 868 MHz frequency band with the 3 
dBi antenna are presented in Figure 7. As it can be seen, the 
RSSI values presented fluctuations for all the SF even in the 
absence of obstacles. The SF 7 was the one with the better 
signal at close distances. However, as the distance increased, 
other SF configurations presented better results. On the other 
hand, the SF 11 was the one with the overall worst RSSI 
values. The rest of the SF configurations have obtained 
similar RSSI values. Therefore, for this frequency band and 
this type of antenna, the selection of the SF does not seem to 
have a significant impact o the quality of the signal. So, other 
aspects should be considered for the selection of the best SF. 

 

 

Figure 7.  RSSI for 868 MHz and 3dBi antenna. 

The results for the 433 MHz frequency band and the 
3dBi antenna are shown in Figure 8. In this case, it is more 
evident that the SF 7 configuration leads to better signal 
quality. Although for the last measuring point, the RSSI 
values of SF 7 are similar to those of the rest of the SF 
configurations. The SF 10 is the second-best configuration, 
with the other SF configurations having lower signal quality. 
Moreover, SF 11 would be the SF with the worst RSSI 
values. As the difference between SF configurations is more 
evident for this antenna, the selection of the SF should be 
considered when designing a LoRa network with these 
devices. However, it would apply mostly for the SF 7 
configuration, as the other SF present fewer differences. 

 

  

Figure 8.  RSSI for 433 MHz and 3dBi antenna. 

Lastly, Figure 9 shows the RSSI values for the frequency 
band of 433 MHz and the antenna of 5 dBi. SF 7 and SF 10 
have the best signal quality. However, there is not a clear 
difference between SF configurations as in the case of Figure 
8. On the other hand, SF 11 and 12 present the worst signal 
quality, with little difference between both configurations. 
The rest of the SF configurations present similar results to 
those of SF7 ad SF 10. As in the case of the 868 MHz 
frequency band, there is no highly noticeable difference 
between the different SF values, therefore, other aspects 
should be considered when selecting the best configuration.  
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Figure 9.  RSSI for 433 MHz and 5dBi antenna. 

Figure 10 presents the average values of all SF values for 
each frequency band and antenna in order to compare the 
three studied cases. As it can be seen, on average, the two 
antennas for the 433 MHz frequency band have similar 
results. However, the average shows better results for the 3 
dBi antenna due to the less noticeable difference between the 
results for each SF. Regarding the 868 MHz frequency band, 
the average of the RSSI values shows a lower image quality 
than that of transmitting with 433 MHz.  

 

 

Figure 10.  Average RSSI for each frequency band and antenna. 

Considering the results for all the cases, we can conclude 
that the use of low-cost LoRa devices and antennas cannot 
be advised for distance requirements larger than 1 km. In 
those cases, other solutions such as multi-hop LoRa 
protocols should be employed to transmit the data to the 
desired location. Furthermore, the difference in the gain of 
the antennas for the 433 MHz frequency band was not 
reflected in the obtained results. For the case of the 868 MHz 
frequency band, the difference in SF configurations barely 
affects the received quality of the signal. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

As LoRa gains more interest, the deployment of LoRa 
devices in locations such as cities, fields, or sensor buoys. 
LoRa transmissions have reached record distances up to 832 
km. Moreover, although the expected distances range from 
10 to 40 km depending on the obstructions in the area, low-
cost LoRa devices do not reach those expectations. In this 

paper, we have performed coverage tests with cost-effective 
LoRa devices and antennas. The RSSI was measured for the 
frequency bands of 433 MHz and 868 MHz, all the SF 
configurations, and antennas with gains of 3 dBi and 5 dBi in 
line-of-sight conditions. The results show that the selection 
of different SF may not affect the quality of the received 
signal, such as for the 868 MHz frequency band. 
Furthermore, the combination of low-cost LoRa devices and 
low-cost antennas does not provide coverage greater than 1 
km. Therefore, other solutions, such as multi-hop LoRa 
networks should be implemented when there is an interest in 
deploying low-cost devices. 

For future work, we will perform tests with LoRa devices 
and antennas in the medium price range. Furthermore, tests 
will be performed with different types of content, such as 
data from sensors or images so as to assess the performance 
of LoRa and the devices with different traffic demands. 
Lastly, a multi-hop solution will be created to increase the 
distance achieved by LoRa networks. 
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